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The ALPHA SEVENTY

BEAUTY IS MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

The ALPHA SEVENTY is handsome on the outside... but to a performance lover - a connoisseur of superb quality - the real functional beauty is inside.

The ALPHA SEVENTY speaks performance... continuous high power capability - cool, quiet operation - versatility and convenience.

The ALPHA SEVENTY is seventy pounds of Silectron® powered, vapor-cooled muscle... free of excess bulk, weight, and noise. Write for details of THE ULTIMATE in linear amplifiers. Or see your dealer. Vapor Cooled $1775; Air Cooled $1595.

EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, INC.
BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA 33512
(904) 796-8400
IF YOU'VE EVER USED A REPEATER,

If you haven't already received a copy of our NEW 1971 Catalog of Precision Quartz Crystals & Electronics for the Communications Industry, SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

Somewhere along the line, in virtually every ham repeater in the world, you'll find a couple of Sentry crystals. Repeater owners and FM "old-timers" don't take chances with frequency—they can't afford to. A lot of repeater users depend on a receiver to be on frequency, rock stable...in the dead of winter or the middle of July. The repeater crowd took a tip from the commercial "pros" a long time ago—and went the Sentry Route.

That's one of the reasons you can depend on your local repeater to be there (precisely there) when you're ready to use it. FM'ers use the repeater output as a frequency standard. And for accuracy, crystals by Sentry are THE standard.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, SPECIFY SENTRY CRYSTALS.

YOU'VE USED A SENTRY CRYSTAL

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018

PHONE: (405) 224-6780
TWX-910-830-6425

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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The new 2K-4
THE NEW LOOK OF AN OLD FRIEND

STILL all the famous 2K-3 features:
- Rugged Construction — Built to last a lifetime.
- Reliable Performance — When you call you QSO.
- Heavy Duty Components — Our power transformer alone weighs more than some amplifiers.
- Conservatively Rated — Loads at full legal power.
- Floor Console or Desk Model.

PLUS these additional features:
- Modern Styling — Keyed to a new decade.
- Tilted RF Deck for Easier Operation — Looks you right in the eye.
- Mechanically Refined — Pride of ownership is part of the package.
- Brushed Aluminum Panel and — Modern Square Meters (Amplifiers can be beautiful).
- Recessed Power Supply Pedestal.

STILL a superb value at . . . $795.00
If you are one of the more than 3000 happy 2K owners, trade up to the new 2K-4. If you are not one of the group now is the time to join. For full information write:

Henry Radio
11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
714/772-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730
816/679-3127

Attention: Military and commercial users.

Henry Radio has representatives in different areas of the U.S. to simplify ordering for those living near one. Or you can order direct and we will ship . . . across the street or around the world. Call or write for specifications and terms.

The 3K amplifier is now available for continuous duty high power RTTY and extra power SSB operation. $895.00 F.O.B. Los Angeles, Calif.
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Radio signals from a spacecraft on the other side of the sun have been used to prove, once again, the correctness of Einstein's General Theory of Relativity. This theory, which is an extension of the well known equations that relate mass and energy, is a geometrical theory of gravity, and is of tremendous importance to understanding the universe.

According to the General Theory of Relativity, electromagnetic waves near massive bodies, such as the sun, travel more slowly than they do in free space. Until recently, there have been three methods of testing this theory, all proposed by Einstein. One test involves the slowly-rotating elliptical orbit of Mercury, the planet nearest the sun. Einstein's equations predict the slight rotation of the orbit much more closely than the older gravitational theory of Sir Isaac Newton.

A second test predicts a slight change in the color of the light from the sun and the stars. The stars' intense gravitational fields cause the light they produce to shift toward the red end of the spectrum, as seen from the earth. Although this effect has been observed, it has not been measured accurately because the shift is very slight and difficult to measure.

A third test considers the apparent bending of starlight as it passes through the gravitational field of the sun. However, this can only be measured during a total eclipse of the sun so distant stars can be observed optically. When this rare alignment of the stars took place in 1919 Einstein's predictions were verified within the accuracy of the measuring equipment.

A chance for a fourth test of the General Theory of Relativity occurred recently when the Mariner 6 spacecraft passed near the sun. This is the same craft which flew by Mars in 1969 and measured surface temperatures and atmospheric composition, and sent back television pictures of the planet's surface. Since Mariner 6 passed very close to the sun's intense gravitational field, according to Einstein's equations the radio signals from the spacecraft would be slowed slightly.

To measure this signal delay radio signals were transmitted from earth to a repeater on board the Mariner 6 which returned the signals to earth. The normal round-trip time for the signals, not counting any gravitational affects, is estimated at 45 minutes. According to the General Theory of Relativity the radio signals would be slowed by 200 microseconds as they traveled through the sun's gravitational field.

Information recently released by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California indicates that the Mariner 6 radio signals exhibited a maximum relativistic signal delay of about 204 microseconds, within two per cent of that predicted by Einstein's Theory. If the sixteenth-century theory of Isaac Newton were correct there would have been no time delay at all.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor
DESCRIPTION:
Top Band Systems introduces the TBS-2000, a completely new concept linear amplifier with built-in transformerless 220VAC power supply. Top Band Systems' exclusive transformerless, grounded-grid, zero-biased design makes for a highly efficient, lightweight linear amplifier. Weighing but ten pounds, the TBS-2000 is an ideal companion for any transmitter or transceiver on six bands — 160 through 10 meters, including MARS. The TBS-2000 can be operated off a 110-125VAC source by simply plugging-in the accessory TBS-110 solid-state module. The TBS-2000 can also be operated mobile with the addition of the TBS-12 plug-in inverter. One knob, broad band tuning allows you to “set and forget” while operating across the band.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Band Coverage: 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters
Input Power: 1600 PEP on SSB, 1000 watts on CW
Driving Power: 80-150 watts
Output Impedance: 50 ohms nominally
Tube Complement: six RCA 31LQ6
Plate Current Meter: 0-2 amperes, 5% move.
Relative Output Indicator: indicator light
Relay: built-in antenna change over relay
Power Supply Regulation: 3% key-up to key down
Power Supply Filter Capacity: total of 550 mfd
Input Voltage: 220-240VAC, 50/60 HZ standard 110-125VAC input with accessory TBS-110 module — 11-14VDC input with accessory TBS-12 inverter
Power Cord: a generous ten foot power cord is provided
Polarity: cord may be plugged into wall without regard to polarity
Color: light gray cabinet with dark gray panel insert
Dimensions: cabinet is 11.25” wide, 5.75” high, 8.75” deep
Weight: net 10 lbs (4.6Kg); shipping weight 13 lbs (6 Kg)
Price: TBS-2000 $199.00; TBS-110 $39.00; TBS-12 TBA

FACTORY ASSEMBLED/COMPLETE READY TO OPERATE
ONLY $199

World's Smallest and Lightest
Self-Contained Kilowatt!
It's Truly the State-of-the-Art in Design.
integrated-circuit communications receiver for 80 meters

A high-performance integrated-circuit ssb receiver featuring half-microvolt sensitivity, crystal-filter selectivity 100-dB agc range and low-drift vfo

Integrated circuits are being used more and more in the design and construction of amateur radio equipment. The idea for this receiver was originally conceived after reading K7WQR's excellent article on the Motorola MC1596G balanced modulator. In the receiver described here the MC1596G is used as a double-balanced mixer.

The first receiver I built around the MC1596G is shown in block form in fig. 1. This original prototype had no front end, i-f amplifier or agc circuits. However, with the high conversion gain provided by the MC1596G signals on 80 meters were copied with little effort.

The second design, shown in fig. 2, added an RCA 40673 zener-protected dual-gate mosfet rf amplifier stage ahead of the MC1596G mixer. However, manual control of rf and audio gain was still required to listen comfortably to signals on 80 meters. (The front panel has an rf gain control which is not used in the final design; this was used in the second prototype.)

An agc system for a receiver with no i-f stages presented a real problem. I was stuck until I discovered the Plessey SL-600 series of integrated circuits. One of these ICs, the SL621, is designed specifically for gain control circuitry; another, the SL610, is designed for rf amplifier applications. With the discovery

*Gain of the MC1596G is typically 24 dB when impedances are properly matched.
of these vital links, the receiver design finalized into the form shown in fig. 3.

As can be seen from the schematic and photographs, modular construction was used throughout the receiver. This speeds construction time, allows bench testing of all modules before deciding on final mechanical design, and allows for circuit changes without upsetting the physical layout.

**rf amplifier**

The Plessey SL610C is a low-noise, low-distortion rf voltage amplifier with integral supply-line decoupling and provisions for agc. It has a 50-dB agc range with maximum signal handling capability of 250 mV rms.

The rf amplifier stage was built on single-sided copper-clad printed-circuit board. Generous quantities of Teflon push-through terminals keep construction simple and leads short and direct. Miniature RG-174/U coaxial cable is used in the rf amplifier and to connect the modules together throughout the receiver. Expensive coaxial connectors are eliminated by running the coax through rubber grommets in the chassis.

The rf amplifier, as well as the other individual circuit modules, is housed in a small minibox; power-supply voltage is fed in through a 0.001-μF feedthrough capacitor. With this construction technique no oscillations were experienced; gain is approximately 18 dB.

**mixer and filter**

Except for the addition of ssb input
and output transformers, the balanced mixer configuration is the same as that described by K7WQR. The Miller transformers have low loss, provide sharp tuning and appear to match the crystal filter very well. The 24-pF capacitors across the transformer windings provide increased gain. These transformers eliminate the complex problem of matching the input and output impedance of the crystal filter. Incorrect impedance matching severely distorts the passband of the filter; homebrewing these transformers is much too difficult for the average experimenter.

The 90-dB dynamic range of the
L1, L2  Cambion LS3-5 with 4-turn link or 25 turns no. 22 enameled on Amidon T50-6 toroid form with 3-turn no. 22 link.

L3  14 turns no. 28, 5/8" diameter, slug tuned.

MC1596G integrated circuit makes the device relatively insensitive to input levels. This fact, coupled with the 3-μV sensitivity and high conversion gain, makes the MC1596G the logical choice for the balanced mixer stage.

The only adjustments in the mixer/filter module are T1, T2 and the 50k null-adjustment pot. Transformers T1 and T2 are tuned for maximum signal. The null-adjustment pot is set for maximum 9-MHz signal at pin D of T2. These
adjustments are quite simple as they are rather well defined.

vfo

The vfo is basically the same as the circuit presented in the 1969 edition of The Radio Amateur's Handbook. This vfo is extremely stable and the output waveform is clean and symmetrical. A bandpass filter is not required on the output because the high common-mode rejection of the IC balanced mixer (typically 85 dB) eliminates any unwanted sidebands present in the vfo signal.

With this circuit vfo drift over a period of several hours was on the order of a few cycles per second. This far exceeds the requirements for this receiver. I have used this circuit several times, and the purchase cost of the 3N128 mosfet is well worth its performance and stability. How-
ever, to obtain good stability it is important to use a good quality double-bearing air-variable capacitor along with rigid mechanical design.

**product detector**

The product detector circuit is essentially the same as that described by K7WQR. High-level signal performance and sensitivity is excellent; conversion gain is high, typically 24 dB. In fact, performance of this circuit is so good, VE3GFN has discarded his hot-carrier diode product detector\(^4\) and replaced it with this one.

**audio**

The audio system uses another IC, the General Electric PA237. Although this IC should be used with a power supply of 24 volts for its rated output power of 2 watts, with a 12-volt power supply it

*July 1971*
drives adequately a pair of Armaco P-500 stereo headphones. A less expensive audio system would probably result from using a consumer-rated audio-power IC such as the Motorola MFC9010.

**agc**

The agc system is built around the SL621C agc generator manufactured by Plessey Microelectronics.* This IC is designed to be used with the SL610C rf amplifier in ssb applications. As with other advanced agc systems, this integrated circuit generates the agc voltage directly from the detected audio waveform, provides a “hold” period to maintain the agc level during speech pauses and is immune to noise interference. When the SL621 agc generator is used in conjunction with the SL610 rf amplifier, audio level is maintained within 4 dB for a 110-dB range of receiver input signal. In my receiver the audio level holds within 4 dB for rf input signals up to 150 mV rms.

If you consider using the SL621C I recommend that you read the excellent article by W3TN0. The input to the SL621C must be held to approximately 10 mV rms. In the circuit in fig. 3 I have used W3TN0’s method of accomplishing

---

*Plessey integrated circuits are available from Plessey Electronics Corporation, 170 Finn Court, Farmingdale, Long Island, New York 11735. The SL610C rf amplifier and SL612C i-f amplifier are $5.65 each; the SL621C agc generator is $8.30.

The following semiconductors are available from Circuit Specialists Company, Box 3047, Scottsdale, Arizona 87257. MC1496 ($3.90), T9558/HEP802 ($1.59), 2N3904/HEP736 ($1.28), 2N2219 ($1.38), 2N3054/HEP703 ($2.75), PA237 ($4.30), 3N128 ($1.74), 12-volt 20222 zener (.70), 6-volt 20215 zener (.70) and 1N4148 (.40). Please add 25c for shipping.
An emitter-coupled clipper to prevent the input capacitor from charging, and a resistive voltage divider to keep the audio signal at the 10 mV level required by the IC.

**power supply**

The two voltage requirements of 6 and 12 volts are derived from series-type voltage regulation (fig. 3). This method is quite good if a large amount of filtering is included in the circuit. However, for better regulation and less ripple you should consider one of the integrated-circuit voltage regulators that are available.

**performance**

The sensitivity of the complete communications receiver is 0.5 μV for 10-dB signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio; this was measured with a Boonton type 65B signal generator. No cross modulation was detected for input levels up to 100 mV rms. Frequency readout (with the Eddystone 898* dial) is to 1 kHz; frequency error over the 500-kHz tuning range is 18 kHz.

**conclusions**

I plan to use other versions of this basic design in future homebrew receivers. One possible approach is to feed the antenna directly into the first mixer and use AGC in the i-f section as in the W7ZOI design. The Plessey SL612 integrated-circuit i-f amplifier is compatible with the SL621C AGC generator and looks like an ideal choice. I am presently working on an all-band converter using the MC1596G balanced-mixer IC that will use this receiver as a tunable i-f from 3.5 to 4.0 MHz.

I would like to thank M. Goldstein, VE3GCF, and A. Martin for the photographs; I would also like to thank J. Riach, VE3DSR, for his constructive criticism.

**references**

6. Plessey Microelectronic SL600 specification sheets.

*The spinner-type main-tuning knob shown in the photographs is not standard; it was machined by VE3ELP.*
This two-meter FM transmitter is suitable for operation through the FM repeater stations which are located on a great many mountain tops. With an auto-battery power supply of 12 to 14 volts carrier output measures from 2 to 3 watts. A 24-volt supply to the final 2N3632 power stage will provide 7 to 8 watts of FM output. The 2N3632 transistors are not the most desirable type, but surplus devices were less expensive than the newer types which were available a year or so ago. Some 2N3632 transistors run wild and burn out easily when used with a power supply greater than 15 volts.

Phase modulation, converted to FM, is much easier to handle than A-M with transistor systems, and carrier output is about twice as high as that for A-M. The collector supply with amplitude modulation has to be reduced greatly with most power transistors to operate within the maximum allowable peak voltages. SSB has the same problems. These modulation systems require power transistors with good linearity and peak voltage ratings more than four times the value of dc.
supply.\(^1\) Phase or frequency modulation requires that the peak voltage under load conditions be less than twice the dc supply value. This permits supply voltages two times higher and results in 2 to 4 times as much rf carrier output.

In an overall system with a good fm receiver (not slope detection) fm can compete with ssb in effectiveness; it may even surpass ssb for difficult paths on 144 MHz. Also, ignition and some power noises are suppressed much better by fm receivers since the limiters in an fm receiver which remove a-m also knock off noise pulses at the carrier level. This cannot be done in an a-m or ssb receiver without some pretty sophisticated if noise blankers.

This transmitter has been in intermittent service for over a year with a repeater which is behind a small mountain range. It is not line of sight, and the “knife-edge” diffraction effects are very poor in the direction of my station. The previous 1-watt fm transmitter wouldn’t do the job even with a 10-dB gain antenna. This transmitter usually does the job.

phase modulator

The phase modulator uses a pair of varactor diodes — rectifiers normally used for small power supplies. The 1N645 rectifier has some variable capacitance effect with variations of audio voltage when the diodes are reverse biased with a few volts. Nearly any small power rectifier with very high back resistance will work in this circuit. Some types have much higher resting capacitance and require a smaller shunt capacitance and resonant at 4.6 MHz.

The 1N645s in series work with a slug-tuned coil (from an older type broadcast receiver) since the total shunt capacitance is only a few picofarads. The untuned crystal oscillator is lightly loaded through a 2-pF capacitor. The crystal can be zeroed in on a desired frequency if it is slightly off by means of a variable capacitor from one side of the crystal to ground.

The phase modulator LC circuit should be used to drive a high input impedance class-A amplifier through a 1- or 2-pF capacitor. Actually, it can be used to drive a frequency doubler without too much distortion if the rf output requirements are moderate. In the circuit shown in fig. 1 frequency doublers are used throughout; in the first few doublers the power requirements can be met with small surplus transistors of the 2N706 or 2N708 class. The 2N5188 power transistor can be made to work up to 148 MHz but it will not put out much over 250 or 500 milliwatts since a 12-volt power supply is near its maximum rating. The 2N5188 is in the half-dollar price range from RCA distributors.

This type of frequency-doubler drive circuit has proven to be much superior to inductive-coupled circuits. The capacitance dividers step the tuned-circuit impedance down to 50 ohms or so to work into the base of the next stage. The large capacitance across the base acts as a low impedance of a few ohms at the doubled output frequency. Without a low-impedance path from base to emitter the collector-to-base capacitance will feed back enough energy to greatly reduce output power.

This frequency multiplier design saves dc power and transistor heating, and
permits considerable latitude in choosing transistors. For maximum efficiency the transistor should have a cutoff frequency rating of 5 to 10 times the operating frequency. The 2N5188 is operating too close to its cutoff frequency for good efficiency as a two-meter doubler, but some devices work reasonably well as two-meter amplifiers.

The lower-frequency doubler stages are not as critical, so I moved the transistors around for best overall drive to the final amplifier. One 2N5188 worked fairly well in the 144-MHz 2N3553 stage (at 1/10 the cost) with only a 12-volt power supply; the 2N5188 will not work at higher supply voltages. However, this transmitter is normally used with a 12-volt storage battery so the 2N5188 is used most of the time in the 144-MHz stage to save the more expensive 2N3553 for other uses. (The 2N3553 makes a good final amplifier with a 24- or 28-volt supply providing 5 to 7 watts output.) With a 12-volt supply power output is less than 2 watts, somewhat inferior to the

from a standpoint of less parasitic oscillation and transistor burnout than other circuits I've tried in previous transmitters. The little power transistors are real monsters unless the base-to-emitter path is just right. A small rf choke consisting of 5 or 6 turns of wire on a lossy 1/8-inch diameter ferrite rod makes about the best dc path from base to emitter. If the rf driving power is large enough, a 10-ohm carbon-composition or carbon-film resistor can be used for this dc path in place of the ferrite-core rf choke.

The more rf and dc power into and out of a transistor, the lower the input and output impedances. You can expect values of 2 to 10 ohms in the output stage. This makes it difficult to match impedances to the driver and the antenna circuits.

As shown, with only one tuned circuit,
harmonic output is high. However, I use a dual-cavity antenna filter on all transmitters and receivers between the antenna coax lead and the coaxial relay. This reduces the harmonic content of all stages needed in this stage. The 2N5183 and 2N3565 transistors used in the other audio stages are low priced high gain bipolar types. A diode speech clipper was added to keep the average modulation level as high as possible. The frequency components above 2000 Hz are reduced by a low-pass filter consisting of a small 1-H choke and a pair of 0.047-μF capacitors. The higher audio frequencies must be attenuated in order to convert from phase to frequency modulation. The phase modulator diodes require only a volt or two of audio in the lower voice frequency range, and a small fraction of a volt at 2500 Hz. The RC values in the last audio stage aid this affect.

audio

The audio system in this transmitter is designed for high-impedance crystal or ceramic microphones. The fet preamplifier (2N4302 or MPF103, etc.) has a high input impedance. Rf feedback in a two-meter transmitter is always a problem so some rf filtering and bypassing is needed in this stage. The 2N5183 and 2N3565 transistors used in the other audio stages are low priced high gain bipolar types. A diode speech clipper was added to keep the average modulation level as high as possible. The frequency components above 2000 Hz are reduced by a low-pass filter consisting of a small 1-H choke and a pair of 0.047-μF capacitors. The higher audio frequencies must be attenuated in order to convert from phase to frequency modulation. The phase modulator diodes require only a volt or two of audio in the lower voice frequency range, and a small fraction of a volt at 2500 Hz. The RC values in the last audio stage aid this affect.

fig. 1. Schematic for the 8-watt two-meter fm transmitter. Small decoupling rf chokes in the 12-volt supply lines are approximately 1/2-μH. The ferrite-core rf chokes in the last two stages consist of 6 turns no. 20 enameled on a 1/8-inch diameter powdered-iron rod from a 455-kHz i-f transformer.

references

crt
intensifier
for RTTY

A simple circuit for intensifying the RTTY monitor scope during receive

Radioteletype is a very interesting facet of amateur radio, and equipment is often designed for the highest degree of automation. When using an oscilloscope as a tuning aid there is no problem of beam brilliance as long as the beam is being deflected by the incoming mark and space signals. The beam can be adjusted, using the intensity control, for proper brilliance with signal. However, a problem arises during RTTY operation when no-signal periods occur—the beam is not moving, and screen brightness becomes very intense. Unfortunately, the high intensity spot will burn the screen if the intensity control is not turned back.

The inconvenience of monitoring beam brilliance and continually making adjustments to save the cathode ray screen led me to look for a system that would accomplish this function automatically.

The desired circuit for controlling cathode-ray-tube bias should OR the mark and space signals so that if either is present the grid bias on the cathode ray tube is lowered, and the signal pattern is displayed.

Two requirements are necessary for controlling cathode-ray-tube bias. First, the bias must not get low enough to cause the electron beam to bloom (get out of focus). The beam focus point changes when the beam current passes a certain point, and this must be avoided. The maximum positive voltage that the control circuit can apply to the grid of the tube must be limited to a maximum that will not cause blooming of the beam.

Second, the control circuit should have some degree of proportional control when the incoming mark and space signals begin to fall below the level at which limiting takes place in the RTTY converter and the display on the cathode ray tube screen begins to shrink. As the display begins to shrink and beam travel speed is reduced, screen brilliance will increase due to the reduced area of illumination. The increase of brilliance with reduced display size points out the desirability of a brightness control that is proportional to display size when signal levels fall below the limiting levels of the RTTY converter.

the circuit

A circuit which will provide brightness control of the cathode ray tube during typical RTTY signal conditions is shown in fig. 1. The intensifier circuit is con

fig. 1. Schematic of the CRT intensifier. Value of CR5 is discussed in text.
connected between the brightness control and the cathode-ray-tube control grid. It is activated by space and mark signals from the oscilloscope's X and Y amplifiers. Loading on the X and Y amplifiers is reduced by the 150k resistors R2 and R3. Coupling to the X and Y channels is provided by C2 and R2 to the X amplifier and C3 and R3 to the Y amplifier.

**operation**

The dc intensification voltage is developed across R and C. The peak intensification voltage is set by the 10-volt zener diode, CR5, and limits this voltage to a safe value which will not cause blooming of the beam during intensification. Selection of the zener diode as well as suggestions for particular applications will be discussed later.

The rectifier circuits from the X and Y oscilloscope channels consist of voltage-doubler circuits. The X circuit is made up by CR1, CR3, and C2, with C1 and R1 common to both the X and Y channels. The Y circuit consists of CR2, CR4 and C3 with C1 and R1. The X and Y signals feed into their respective doubler circuits; the highest signal, mark or space, sets the voltage level until the zener diode begins to conduct and limit the voltage to a peak brightness level. The time constant for the brightness level is determined by C1 and R1. By varying C, the length of time is controlled during which intensification is extended.

**construction**

To determine the required zener voltage for particular scope the following procedure is recommended. A high-impedance voltmeter is connected between the grid number 1 and the cathode of the CRT. (Caution. High voltages are usually involved, so do not change connections or touch the voltmeter while power is applied.)

The first measurement is obtained by applying power to the scope without mark or space input signals. (This should produce a spot.) Reduce intensity until the spot is completely extinguished; then read and record the voltage. The next reading is made with both mark and space signals applied, the CRT showing a cross display. Adjust the brilliance until a pleasing display intensity is obtained; then read the voltmeter and record this reading. To obtain the zener voltage rating subtract the second reading from the first; a quarter-watt zener diode with this voltage rating will provide good results.

The CRT intensifier can be built on a small printed-circuit board or Vector-type perforated board. Or, you may mount the components on two or three terminal strips which have been installed at convenient spots on the scope chassis. Fig. 2 shows a printed-circuit layout which includes mounting holes. This layout is small enough so that no trouble should be experienced in finding a suitable location within your scope. The board can be vertically mounted with L-shaped brackets. If the circuit board is mounted inside the scope give proper consideration to lead length and proximity to other components.
superior
phone patch

Hybrid circuits to interconnect the amateur station and a commercial telephone circuit are not uncommon, both in kit form and assembled. Most such phone patches, however, have a number of disadvantages. These include the necessity of using the telephone handset, which frequently over-drives the transmitter; complex procedures to go from normal operation to patch and return; and unsatisfactory vox operation.

features

The unit described in this article overcomes the problems mentioned above and has additional desirable features. The operator can talk to either party — telephone or radio — together or selectively, using the station microphone and headset or speaker. He is in complete control, with ability to cut off or override either party at any time. Changeover from normal operation to patch and back is simple and fast. Finally, it is possible to record all three parties' conversations and play the recording back to telephone, radio, or local monitor.

A block diagram of the system is shown in fig. 1. Even without the tape recorder connections, which are omitted, it is apparent that each input — transmitter, telephone, and monitor — receives signals from two sources; and some form
of hybrid or other isolation is required to keep the signal originating at one source from feeding back to the other. However, the only place where input and output circuits have common terminals is the simpler circuit at no greater cost. The amplifiers are Motorola MC 1439Gs — internally protected against input overload, latch-up, and output short-circuit; and they’re relatively inexpensive.

Connections for a typical audio amplifier are shown in fig. 2. The model shown is an inverting amplifier, with signal input at the inverting (−) lead and the noninverting (+) lead grounded. It is stabilized by 0.1 μF bypass capacitors at leads 4 and 7 and a compensation network between leads 1 and 8. Values shown are recommended by the manufacturer for unity gain; they work well for all gains and frequencies encountered in the phone patch. This compensation is applied to all seven amplifiers in the patch but is omitted from the schematic (fig. 3) for simplicity.

Gain is determined by the ratio of \( R_F \) to \( R_I \); and a feedback capacitor, \( C_F \), is added to three amplifiers to suppress unwanted high-frequency response.

circuit

In fig. 3, T1 and T2 form the hybrid. I use a pair of UTC transistor/line transformers, type A-22, which have split secondaries with 250 ohms impedance on each half, and 500-ohm center-tapped primaries. The secondaries are cross-connected so that a signal injected into one
primary is balanced out in the other transformer. These transformers work very well, but those wishing to build a similar unit from scratch may want to try a transformer with a higher-impedance primary for T1, and possibly eliminate the two 470-ohm resistors I had to put in series with the amplifier outputs to make them work properly.

T3 is a one-to-one isolation transformer with from 500- to 1000-ohm impedance each side and a third winding that provides a signal for the tape recorder input and VU meter.

The pad between the hybrid and T3 presents a relatively constant impedance to the hybrid, facilitating balancing with the 1k variable resistor. Good balance is essential if vox operation is desired.

amplifier considerations

As mentioned earlier, the power supply and compensation connections to the amplifiers have been omitted from the schematic for clarity. Amplifiers 1, 4, and 6 are simple inverting models, with adjustable gain controlled by varying their feedback resistances. The .001-µF feedback capacitors on amplifiers 1 and 6 suppress an approximately 25-kHz oscillation that appeared when the unit was connected to one of my station receivers; others may not find them necessary.

Amplifier 5 is similar; but instead of adjustable gain, it has an RC network in its feedback circuit to make it an active filter as well as an amplifier. Signal level from the receiver to the phone line is controlled with the gain controls on the receiver.

Tariffs of many Bell System telephone companies, in addition to limiting the strength of the signal that may be transmitted over their lines, require that devices connected to the lines through their voice coupler have minimal output at 2600 Hz and above. The circuit shown has a maximum voltage gain of 10 at approximately 1000 Hz and practically no gain at 400 and 2000 Hz. This narrow bandpass admittedly sacrifices some voice quality, but intelligibility seems to be generally good. The circuit eliminates a lot of heterodynes and other interference and keeps the telephone company happy as well. Those desiring a broader bandpass, while still meeting phone company requirements, might try a two- or three-stage biquadratic filter in place of amplifier 5.

Amplifiers 2 and 3 were originally constructed similarly to the others, but two problems resulted. First, with the microphone and the feedback resistor both connected to the inverting input of amplifier 2, the receiver output to T1 from amplifier 5 fed back around amplifier 2 to the input of amplifier 3 and the transmitter, which defeated the purpose of the hybrid. To correct this, amplifier 2 was connected as a noninverting amplifier, with the microphone input to lead 3 and feedback to lead 2.

Furthermore, the high gain needed in amplifier 2 to amplify the microphone signal to phone-line level makes the shielding of the microphone leads to amplifiers 2 and 3 critical. The circuitry used permits mounting both the input and feedback resistors directly on the circuit boards, minimizing lead length and simplifying shielding.

Amplifier 7 is a meter amplifier. Positions 1 and 2 of the meter switch (S11)
read power-supply voltage; in position 3 the amplifier samples the signal on the phone line, making it possible to monitor the level of the outgoing signal. In position 4, used to balance the patch circuit, the meter shows the signal level at the transmitter input.

**controls**

In addition to the six potentiometers, there are ten toggle switches and the rotary meter switch on the control panel. The PATCH ON/OFF switch, S1, connects the patch to the telephone circuit. Switches S2 through S7 are ON/OFF switches for the six audio amplifiers and determine which patch functions are active. S8, not shown in the circuit diagram, is a tape recorder START/STOP switch, like the pushbutton on some tape recorder microphones. S9 unbalances the hybrid by opening one side to permit tape playback to the transmitter. S10 controls the primary power relay on the remote power supply; a second set of contacts connects the receiver directly to
the monitor output when patch power is off. S11, the meter switch, was described above. A 28-volt pilot lamp is connected between V+ and V-, providing visual indication that both sides of the supply are on.

construction

The unit is built to mount in a station control console. The controls, microphone input, and monitor output are on the front panel. The back panel has a two-contact Jones plug for the telephone line, phono jacks for outputs to transmitter and tape recorder, a single pin jack for the push-to-talk lead to the transmitter, and an octal plug for the remaining connections, including ground.

Amplifiers are mounted on two etched circuit boards, four on one and three on the other. These boards plug into 22-contact mounting strips attached to the bottom frame, which made it easy to remove the boards for experimental component changes during development. A metal strip across one end of the frame holds two transformers; the other, together with the H pad, is on a similar strip across the other end of the frame. Space was left on the frame for two more circuit-board mounts. One will be used to mount a VOX circuit that will control a vhf fm transmitter, and the other will permit installation of the three-unit biquad low-pass filter mentioned earlier if it proves to be desirable. The entire assembly was made from sheet aluminum and do-it-yourself strips and angles using home tools.

operation

For normal operation without a third party on the telephone, the TALK TO RADIO (S3) and MONITOR RECEIVER (S7) circuits are on. To set up a patch, S1 is turned on, the telephone circuit is activated, TALK TO PHONE (S2) and MONITOR PATCH (S6) are turned on, and S3 is turned off to keep the preliminary phone conversation off the air. Telephone contact is established using the station microphone and monitor. S7 may be turned off if signals from the receiver make it difficult to hear the party on the phone.

Contact between the parties is established by turning on the TELEPHONE RCVR (S4) and TELEPHONE XMTR (S5) switches, and proceeds with vox operation unless the telephone party trips the transmitter too often with laughter or interruptions. With S2 and S3 off, the operator can carry on another conversation or monitor another receiver without fear of interrupting the patch, but can monitor and break in if necessary.

I was tempted to title this article "an ideal phone patch" after several contacts, but the patch isn't quite. The ideal patch would have constant level output to telephone and transmitter regardless of input source or signal strength. So far I have been unable to develop or find an agc circuit to accomplish this with operational amplifiers. I'd like to hear from the ham who has.
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More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
Looking for a laboratory-quality power source for your IC projects? Here's a likely candidate.

After building many solid-state projects, I learned some interesting things about power sourcing, so I decided to build my own power supply. The little dandy shown on these pages is presented with the hope that others will benefit from my experience in this area.

First a "wish list" was made detailing everything the supply had to do to justify the investment of time and material. A axiom is in order at this point: Most semiconductors are destroyed during circuit testing and trouble shooting that expire from intrinsic device failure! The principal cause of such destruction is over-voltage. So, heading the list is:

1. Variable voltage sourcing.
2. High-resolution voltage control with constant-current over the full range, and accurate resetability.
3. A high-resolution voltmeter, with 1% accuracy over the complete range.
5. Regulation better than .01 percent.
6. Ripple less than 50 mV.
7. A signalling method to identify which voltage range is being metered (a paramount requirement — a try at idiot-proofing!).
8. Sufficient reserve current to power the most ambitious solid-state projects.
9. Small size and the capability of operating continuously at full load.

The schematic of fig. 1 shows the circuit.
The Motorola MC1569R regulator IC was chosen because it satisfied the largest part of the regulation demands in one package. The MC1569R has a large power-handling capability, with a through-put current of 500 mA. Thus it was necessary to drive the low-beta series-pass transistor, Q1, to full saturation. The MC1569R will tolerate 36 volts input with safety. The circuit includes a voltage-control network consisting of a simple arrangement with a fixed 6.8k biasing resistor in combination with a 50k, 10-turn pot. This allows the output to be varied between 3.4 and 28 volts.

Still another attractive feature is the current-limiting ability, achieved by an external biasing transistor, Q2. Perhaps the most important feature is that the regulator won’t oscillate (a plague affecting all high-gain op amp devices).

Two versions of this IC are available: the MC1469R with a rating of 35 volts maximum input; and the MC1569R, which has a maximum rating of 40 volts. If you choose a maximum of 34 volts to pin 3, the MC1469R will be more satisfactory.

The letter “R” denotes a TO66 package—do not use the “G” package (TO5 can) in this application, as its output is limited to 200 mA.

Underchassis view. The large 3300-uF, 45-Vdc electrolytic capacitor dominates the scene—essential for eliminating input transients to the regulator.

The variable-voltage control resistance (R1 in fig. 1) is determined by 
\[ R1 = (2V_0 - 7) \text{ k ohms} \]
However, the nearest standard 10-turn pot is 50k, thus limiting the highest voltage to about 28 volts (minus the saturation voltage of the regulator transistor). Do not add any fixed resistance in series with this pot (R1), as it will increase the minimum voltage far above the useful range of RTL devices; i. e., 3.6 volts.

Circuit description

Starting with the input to the series-pass regulator transistor (a Motorola 2N3771), the powering of all systems is done from 36 volts at the collector of this transistor. The output, or emitter, has an Ohmite 1.0-ohm pot (part no. 0101) in series with the load and a current-sensing transistor connected across this pot. This pot is set to sense 2 amperes. You’ll note that an IR drop across this resistor upsets the \( V_{be} \) drop of the transistor (a 2N2219), causing the collector of this transistor to pull current from pin 4 of the MC1569R. This, in turn, drops the voltage output of the regulator, thereby biasing the 2N3771 base voltage down so that excessive current cannot be drawn—a Rube Goldberg action, but still a simple and effective means of device protection. A few words later about setting this potentiometer.

Meter and lamp switching

In the 3.4- to 10-volt range, the green lamp is lit and the 0- to 10-volt scale of the meter is the relevant range. When the multiturn pot is rotated upwards, approaching 9.5 volts, zener D1 and its related voltage-offsetting diodes begin to conduct current via two paths. One is through D3 and D4 to ground; the other and lower offset path is through D2 and the Darlington pair transistors (Q4,Q5). At the point where the zener abruptly avalanches, the sum of all voltage drops through the second or lower offset path is

*Symbols used in this article are: \( V_o \) = output voltage; \( V_Z \) = avalanche (zener) voltage; \( V_F \) = forward voltage. editor
equal to 10 volts. This network divides off excess current on each scale when the voltage is set near its upper range. Due to variations in beta of the 2N2219 (Darlington), the base biasing trimmer resistor may require adjusting.

A 25k trim pot in this circuit sets the proper toggle sensing of this network. When the 10-volt level actuates the Darlington-pair relay driver, the activated relay switches lamps from green to amber, and the metering shifts from 0-10 to 10-20 volts (full scale). This is accomplished by switching the negative side of the meter from ground to the cathode of the zener, so as to read the product of $I^2R$ across the zener loading resistor on the 10-20 volt scale.

One may question the accuracy of such reading in view of the nonlinearity of most zeners. However, by using a 1-watt, 2% zener packaged in a metal can, the $V_Z$ will remain stable provided the current is held within the maximum dissipation of the device. By not heating the zener, we avoid the effects of impedance change in the device. Meter comparison checks with a Simpson 270 showed no difference in scale accuracy.

As the voltage-control pot is again elevated, the next-level voltage shift energizes the second relay, disabling the

---

**fig. 1.** Schematic of IC regulator power supply that provides variable voltage sourcing from 3.4 - 28 Vdc at 2 amps. Relays areAdvance/Hart 67DP-G-4CS, 24 Vdc, 700 ohms. Q1 is installed in a Motorola MS10 heat sink; the IC is installed in a Therrmalloy 61688 heat sink.
first sensing stage to conserve current. The indicator lamp shifts from amber to red, and the metering shifts from 10-20 volts to 20-30 volts (full scale), with readings taken across the second zener loading resistor. (Incidentally, this could continue ad infinitum.)

The meter has a 200-microampere movement at 5k Ω/volt. A fixed 10k series resistor plus a 50k trimpot sets the full scale to 10 volts. It reads all scales with this one setting — set and forget.

**fine sensing control**

You will note another trimpot in the base lead of the second Darlington switch. Again, variations in betas plus minute differences in $V_F$ levels of the diodes dictate a fine tuning of the sensing network. Once this pot is set and the network shifts at 20 volts, the pot needs no further attention.

There will be some residual hysteresis when the voltage passes through switching levels. This is desirable, as it elim-
inates ambiguity in meter setting when voltages are set near the threshold of level change. The hysteresis is about 150 millivolts; but with regulation better than this figure, there will be no "hunting" when the supply is loaded and unloaded in fast sequence, such as with a pulsed load.

**heat dissipation**

The 2N3771 is used as a variable, electronically controlled rheostat, which in this application must dissipate considerable power in the form of heat. Let's consider a worst-case situation to show how much power we must sink off as heat.

The input voltage to the 2N3771 is 36 volts from the rectifier-filter stage. The voltage control is set for 4 volts and we intend to use 2 amps from the supply. Therefore, we must drop 34 volts through the transistor, while it must pass 2 amperes or a total of 68 watts at 75°C. However, we're operating at 50% of the rated power load (150 watts at 25°C); but this is still a lot of heat to be cooked away — (try holding a 75 watt lamp bulb!).

One of the cardinal rules of transistor design is: "To prevent thermal damage, the heat extracted from the device must equal or exceed the heat generated." Therefore, an adequate heat sink for this transistor must be used, or else the safe operating area will be exceeded and the device will be instantly destroyed, even though it is running at 1/2 its rated power. In this application, a Motorola MS10 heat sink is used. Remember, it's the product of voltage drop and current that equals power-dissipation requirements!

This supply has been run on a heat test for 24 hours at 1/2 load without failure, although the cabinet was quite warm. A reading with a precision thermometer indicated nearly 75°C (167°F) at the edge of the sink — still safely within tolerance. Most tabletop projects don't require this amount of current, but it's nice to know you have a supply with a substantial reserve of power, just in case.

**adjustment**

To set the current limiting pot, first set the control, wired as a rheostat, at the 25% point or roughly 1/4 ohm. Then connect a 25-ohm, 100 watt adjustable bleeder resistor, set to 20 ohms, across the output terminals of the supply. With the voltage control set for 25 volts, slowly reset the bleeder to 13 ohms. Then increase the rheostat resistance to a point where the supply automatically switches to a lower voltage range, indicating current limiting.

Now reduce this control resistance until the voltage returns to 25 volts (at 13 ohms bleed) and quickly disconnect the load while watching the voltmeter. If the voltage shifts up or down, carefully fine-tune the current-limiting control while momentarily touching the load to the supply. Then when the full load-no-load voltage remains constant, this sensing control is in balance. Reduce the disconnected bleeder resistance to 10 ohms and attach the bleeder to the terminals as a check for supply shutdown, which should occur instantly. Lock the control shaft, and the supply is ready to operate.

I installed this control inside the cabinet, so that it can't be disturbed; it can, however, be mounted with the shaft extended and a knob installed for variable...
current-limiting control from the front panel. Calibration and marking would be a simple task.

One last word about the MC1569R regulator. A small TO66 heat sink is necessary to keep the temperature within bounds. A Thermalloy 61688 is suggested for this application.

construction notes

The supply was built in a 5 x 6 x 8-inch LMB aluminum box, with the circuit board mounted on the left side. There's nothing exotic about the assembly of the supply or wiring of relays and circuit-board devices. Number 22 teflon-covered wire (surplus) was used for these components. The high-current leads from the bridge rectifier to the pass transistor, then to the output binding posts, were no. 14 teflon-coated wire.

The output binding posts are spaced on 3/4-inch centers to accept Pomona-type ganged plugs. Three terminals are used, with the green post internally connected to the chassis, as both positive and negative leads are ungrounded.

conclusion

This supply has been a pleasure to use and has been indispensable in the construction of IC device projects — I’m sure it will be the same for you.

Those interested in further information in this application of ICs will find the material in the references very helpful. All are available upon written request from Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 85036. References 2 and 3 are contained in Motorola’s “The Microelectronics Data Book,” second edition, December 1969.
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conversion from fast-scan to slow-scan television

Scan conversion offers an easy way to get on SSTV — here are some ideas for sampling circuits and a multimode camera.

Slow-scan television (SSTV) has been called one of the new and exciting frontiers of amateur radio, and rightly so. The number of experimentally inclined amateurs regularly transmitting and receiving good-quality still pictures with standard SSTV equipment is steadily increasing. Listen on 14.23, 7.22, or 3.845 MHz, especially late in the evening, and at International SSTV net time (2 p.m. EST) on 14.23 MHz to verify this for yourself.

First, however, you’ll need an SSTV monitor. Many construction articles on monitors have been published. One of the most recent describes an oscilloscope adapter for decoding SSTV signals.

What is needed to attract more amateur TV enthusiasts into the realm of SSTV — for example, those now active on fast-scan ATV in the 450-MHz band — is an easy way to use homemade or manufactured vidicon cameras on SSTV.

For about a year we have been developing a simplified approach to scan conversion in addition to perfecting solid-state monitors. Don Miller, W9NTP, Ted Cohen, W4UMF; and others have pioneered with sampler cameras that convert fast-scan (FS) or standard TV signals to slow-scan (SS) standards (see reference 2).

W3EFG has built a multimode camera that includes a sampler board. It has performed well on the air and was first shown and demonstrated at the 1978 Dayton Hamvention. W3YZC started with a homebrew fast-scan vidicon camera and built a separate scan converter with power supply. This unit used the camera video output to derive SSTV signals.

Modifications for SSTV

The circuits described in this article to obtain SSTV signals can be easily adapted to almost any tube or transistor vidicon camera without destroying the capability of the camera for use elsewhere. The only change necessary in the camera is the addition of simple transistor circuitry to provide a switchable 15- or 60-Hz frame rate from the vidicon camera. This consists of adding a 4:1 unijunction-transistor countdown circuit to convert the 60-Hz pulse to 15 Hz and the addition of a larger value vertical-sweep capacitor. The circuit includes 3 transistors, a few resistors and capacitors, and a miniature DPDT toggle switch.

*Co-author W3YZC joined the silent keys in January. Al's passing is a great loss to all who knew him.
mounted on the back of the camera.

The composite video signal is used "as is" – the horizontal (15,750 Hz) and vertical (15 Hz) sync signals are stripped in the scan-conversion circuit. For slow scan, the modified FS camera must be tilted 90 degrees and operated on its left side, so that what was originally the top of the picture will be to the viewer's right. It's not necessary to reverse the vertical yoke connections because of the polarities used in producing the sliding pulse from the 15,750- and 1/8-Hz ramps (see reference 2).
features

The scan converter design uses a minimum of components. Proven, debugged circuitry results in a scan converter that delivers a high-quality SSTV picture with excellent resolution and contrast. The converter is easy to build and adjust. The accompanying photos, taken with the circuitry described here, pretty well speak for themselves.

The following paragraphs described the basic scan converter circuits and give some ideas for packaging. We have also included a brief description of the multimode vidicon camera built by W3EFG, which includes design innovations from circuits by W3YZC and from the articles on homebrew cameras.3, 4

The multimode camera was the result of an attempt to build a densely packaged, universal camera later used on ATV, SSTV and that could be adapted for experimentation on VHF and UHF with pseudo-random narrow-band TV having motion capability.5

converter functional description

The functions of the scan converter are depicted in fig. 1, which shows interconnections for a standard vidicon camera. The 4:1 countdown from 60 to 15 Hz and the sweep-circuit modification will vary somewhat from camera to

---

Fig. 2. Schematic of the slow-scan converter. Voltages and waveforms are shown for initial setup.
camera. However, circuit details associated with a typical modification may be deduced from the vertical-sweep circuit of the multimode camera described later (see fig. 7).

The block diagram shows the various set-up and operational potentiometers as well as typical waveforms and voltage levels. If positive-going horizontal and vertical sync pulses are available in the camera, sync stripper Q1 may be eliminated. This was done in W3EFG’s camera, since the FS board was directly beneath the SS converter and fm modulator board.

scan circuit

The scan converter schematic is shown in fig. 2. Composite standard video is fed to both the sync stripper, Q1, and to the video preamp and equalizer, Q13. The 15,750-Hz pulses initiate a linear 15,750-Hz sawtooth voltage that is added to a 1/8-Hz linear sawtooth voltage from an 8-second vertical oscillator, Q12. Note that Q12 is a free-running oscillator, which is synchronized with the start of the SSTV horizontal line by the network

W3YZC’s homebrew FS vidicon camera.
composed of 1N914 diode, R34, and C6.

The two ramps are added across R14 of the Schmitt trigger, which causes the circuit to fire over the range of approxi-
mately 0.8 to 1.1 volt. This produces a sliding pulse at the collector of Q7 that is differentiated by C12 and R42 to give a 0.5-μs pulse (approximately). The 0.5-μs pulse opens gate Q16, which samples the video through Q15 to holding capacitor C13. The charge on C13, which is the sstv sampled video, is coupled by a Darling-
ton-pair buffer, Q17, Q18, to the modu-
lator.

The value of holding capacitor C13 was optimized to produce the best sstv picture. Emitter followers Q17, Q18 provide a high-impedance source to the collector of Q15.

A common-base-connected video pre-
amp, Q13, drives the sample-and-hold circuit. The incoming standard FS video is fed through an equalizing network,

shading showed up as a bright or dark area on the left or right side of the sstv picture.

The video pot, R40, adjusts the bias of Q13 and controls both gain and the sync clipping level. The gain of Q13 is approxi-
mately equal to the ratio of R39 to R36 and may be adjusted if required.

device selection

Special mention should be made about the characteristics of the sampling-gate transistor, Q15. Considerable investiga-
tion preceded the selection of the opti-
mum device to produce the best resolution consistent with good gating action.

A transistor with poor gating charac-
teristics will produce a leak-through pat-
tern on the sstv monitor, resulting in streaks as the picture is painted across the tube. Best operation was obtained from a high-speed germanium switching tran-
sistor—the 2N1141. The 2N1141 has been around for quite awhile and is still listed in the catalogs. A lower-frequency 2N1142 was tried, but it produced slight-
ly degraded performance.

All transistors shown in the schematics have worked well. Countless other npn and pnp devices with similar or related characteristics are available and may be used in these circuits. For example, the inexpensive epoxy transistors have been used in most circuits and work fine. The
2N3906 will probably replace the 2N2904, and the 2N3904 will likely work in place of the 2N1613 or the 2N697. We suggest that if you wish to use junk-box transistors, stick with the silicon types, with the exception of the 2N1141 for Q15.

**power supply**

The sampling system is totally intolerant of 60- or 120-Hz hum in the video. Even a few hundredths of a volt ripple will show up as vertical bright bars, slight undulations, or wavy kinks on the horizontal sweep in the sstv picture. For this reason it’s essential that the power supply be well filtered, with less than 0.01-volt ripple or better. The circuit of fig. 4 is recommended for the scan converter and modulator.

In some vidicon cameras, stray magnetic fields may occur at a 15-Hz frame rate. Thus it may be necessary to disconnect the primary of a self-contained power transformer. Filament and vidicon voltages can then be supplied from an external supply placed at least three feet from the camera. Only operating experience will reveal this requirement.

*See Motorola’s “Semiconductor Data Book,” 5th edition, October 1970, for recommended replacements and substitutions for these devices.*

**slow-scan modulator**

An sstv fm modulator similar to that used by most slow scanners is shown in fig. 3. Its setup on frequency is straightforward and has been previously described. Voltagess and input waveforms are shown in fig. 1. It is desirable to first apply 10 volts to T. P. 1 and set the 2300-Hz white frequency, then ground T. P. 1 for the 1200-Hz sync frequency from the multivibrator. This should be
repeated several times. T. P. 2 (filtered by R59 and C17) is a good point to connect an oscilloscope for monitoring black and white level in the scene being televised. Using the lens iris and video pot R40, adjustments should be optimized to prevent white clipping and to obtain proper black-level excursion.

Following the multivibrator, Q24 provides drive to the 2.5-k Hz low-pass filter. L1 and L2 are 88 mH toroids, tuned by the capacitor values shown. The odd values should be obtained by combining standard-value mylar or mica capacitors.

The filter may be mounted on a small board that can be tucked into an available space, along with the power supply. Note that sstv output is at a low impedance and at a fairly high level (approximately 0.5 volt across 3 ohms), which is compatible with 3-8 ohm outputs from receivers and recorders. The sstv output is taken from a phono jack insulated from the case with fiber washers.

set up procedures

It is convenient to view the FS video on a fstm video monitor when setting up the start of the sampling pulse and the point on the horizontal ramp where the pulse ends and returns to start a new sstv frame. Since Q13 tends to isolate feedthrough of this pulse to the video input, C4 should be jumpered to the video input, for initial setup. The differentiated spike will then be clearly visible on a regular monitor as a thin, bright vertical line. Its width is indicative of the sampling-pulse width, and its excursion from the viewer's right on the screen to the viewer's left indicates that portion of the FS picture being sampled.
A 1:1 aspect ratio is used in SSTV, so a narrow portion to the left and right of the FS picture will be lost. Since there is some interaction in adjustments, a careful procedure must be followed to center the sampling range while watching the FS monitor. (Two small pieces of black tape on the monitor screen will help.)

The horizontal-ramp pot, R2, will affect the beginning of the sampling pulse. The sampling speed, and hence the limit or end of a frame is determined by the vertical-ramp pot, R26. Resistor R10 sets a dc level of 1.8 volts, which may be adjusted to shift the sampling-position range of R2 and R26.

A vernier range of adjustments is possible for R2 and R26; however, the final setting of both controls is quite critical. Screwdriver-adjusted potentio-
meters with locking nuts are recommended. The voltages and waveforms shown in fig. 2 are provided as a guide. These are approximately equivalent to those obtained by the authors. Patience during adjustment and optimization of values may be required.

**packaging**

The converter shown in the photo is contained in a 10 x 5 x 3-inch minibox which provides ample room for two small power transformers and associated switches, pots, and connectors.

The vector-board chassis could be adapted to a printed-circuit board. Perhaps some enterprising slow-scan enthusiast with PC-board layout facilities will tackle this job and make such boards available. This would certainly give sstv

**fig. 9. Suggested power supply for FS or SS camera. T1, Lafayette 33E34059; T2, Lafayette 99E62663.**
activity a further boost with more sampler cameras on the air.

Scan converter board wiring is not critical as to lead lengths, interconnections, or placement of wires and components. Standard construction techniques were used. Push-through vector board pins were used for tie points. Resistors and capacitors were wired point-to-point to the transistor sockets. Several straight buswire runs on pins for the 12 V and ground leads were used. Because of the high frequency components in the narrow sampling-pulse circuitry, single-point ground returns for Q6, Q7, Q16, and Q15 are recommended. Also a short run of 75-ohm mini-coax from the back panel video connector to the video input is essential, plus a short length of coax across the board to C1 of the sync stripper transistor, Q1. These coax cables should be grounded at only one point on the board to prevent ground currents in the FS video.

fast-scan camera

The circuit details shown in figs. 5 through 10 are provided with a minimum of explanation for those ambitious slow-scanners who may wish to duplicate a

Solid-state sstv monitor using a 5FP7 tube. The photos of the ID chart and the authors were made from W3EFG's camera and this unit.
typical homebrew multimode camera. These circuits, which are used in W3EFG's camera, are generally straightforward and can be modified to drive vidicon focus—deflection-coil yoke assemblies having different impedances.

With the exception of the video board and vidicon yoke in the 3 x 2½ x 8-inch camera head, all circuitry in figs. 6 through 8 are on a vector board measuring 4½/8 x 3½/16 x 3/32 inches. This FS board is mounted in the 5 x 7 x 3-inch minibox beneath the SS converter board. Switching is shown in fig. 10 for the various operating modes.

A suggested power supply for the entire camera is shown in fig. 9. Only the portion of the supply associated with the 24-volt transformer need be built if only the scan-converter board is constructed. However, the supply can be built to supply total power to an existing camera if hum problems develop, as mentioned earlier.

**vertical sweep**

Attention is called to fig. 7, which shows the vertical-sweep circuit. To make the 15 to 60 Hz frame-frequency modification to an existing camera, as mentioned earlier and shown in fig. 1, parts of the circuit in fig. 5 can be used. We suggest that the components associated with Q9, Q10, Q11 be put on a small vector board, with the indicated switching circuit (see fig. 11). This board may then be placed in any available space within, or external to, an existing camera. Careful study of the particular camera circuit will show the correct tie-in points.
This modification should work equally well with random interface and 2:1 interlaced cameras. *

conclusion

These fast-scan camera circuits are third- and fourth-generation versions used by the authors. All are proven circuits and produce excellent FS and SS pictures.

This article is intended to provide active slow-scanners and atvers an optimum means of producing high-quality, live sstv pictures. You may wonder if "holding still" for eight seconds is difficult. Our experience shows this is no problem. Since we're scan-converting or sampling a fast-scan camera, there is no latent change pattern on the target, such as may occur with the open-shuttered vidicons usually employed in the SS mode.

Other advantages of the sampling approach include the ability, in real time, to focus the vidicon optically and electrically. Second-order benefits include automatic light compensation via automatic target circuitry.

We would like to thank all sstv amateurs contacted for their continued interest in our activities and for their encouragement. In particular, thanks are due W9NTP and W4UMF for their inspiration and pioneering efforts to promote the sampling technique, which appears to be a much-needed break-through for sstv amateurs.

references

*A G. E. 4TE23 camera was so modified with excellent results.
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six-meter antenna coupler

This 500-watt antenna coupler for 50 MHz matches both balanced and unbalanced feedlines and uses commercially-available hardware.

Current six-meter transceiver and transverter designs follow the general supposition that the operator will be using 50-ohm coaxial cable and an antenna system of like impedance. Output tank circuits are usually pi-networks designed to match a 40- to 60-ohm load and allow little deviation beyond these limits. On the other hand, the amateur buys 50-ohm coax, assembles a 50-ohm antenna to the manufacturer’s specifications, and assumes the load presented to the output of the transceiver is 50 ohms. In most cases it is not unless careful attention is given to swr measurements, antenna match adjustments, antenna location and a host of other variables.

To compound the problem amateurs begin loading the system with goodies such as swr bridges, monitor scopes and the like which do nothing to improve transmission line flatness, and in most cases add to the mismatched condition by adding impedance “bumps” to which the transceiver has difficulty accommodating. The end result is a transceiver which is difficult to tune and erratic to operate.

In these situations the often maligned and usually misunderstood antenna coupler can be used to its best advantage. Many hams who lack experience with couplers have the mistaken idea that they are a panacea solution to antenna problems. However, an antenna coupler will not compensate for a misadjusted antenna or one in need of repair; nor will it compensate for final-tank-circuit inefficiencies.

It will provide the transmitter with a constant load impedance irrespective of antenna variations. In addition, it will assist in receiving by attenuating spurious signals through the introduction of another tuned circuit in the input.

construction

Many articles have been written on antenna couplers. Unfortunately, these designs often require the builder to fabricate coaxial cavities and various plastic...
spacers and other hardware to incorporate an SWR bridge into the coupler. The coupler described here takes the lazy man’s approach and uses commercially-made hardware throughout; it requires an absolute minimum of fabrication.

The coupler consists of a conventional input/output circuit of a 2-turn input coil tuned with a 100-pF variable to ground. The input coil surrounds the output coil and is inductively coupled; the output inductor consists of 7 turns of no. 10 copper wire tuned by a 7-35 pF butterfly variable to ground. The output inductor is tapped for 300-ohm balanced output at 2½ turns from each end.

**swr bridge**

An SWR bridge is included to provide a self-contained functional unit. The heart of the bridge consists of a coaxial cavity line and RF pickoff elements from a Heathkit SWR bridge. The coaxial-section components were purchased from Heath for less than $2 and eliminated the need for sheet-metal bending, parts fabrication and chasing all over for plastic, brass rod and the like. The meter is a Radio Shack Micronta, 0-1 mA, catalog no. 22-018. The meter face was removed, and the original numbers and lettering were
erased with a coarse typewriter eraser. The scale was relabeled to correspond with swr. Lettering was done with rub-on letters. The meter face was then sprayed with clear acrylic. A full-scale drawing of the meter face is shown in fig. 1.

**assembly**

Drilling templates are shown in figs. 2 and 3. The chassis should be drilled and all holes deburred. Burnish all exterior surfaces with 00 or 0 grade steel wool. Wipe all surfaces to be painted with a degreasing solvent or white vinegar to remove surface dirt and oils. The unit in the photograph was built for K1ZFE and was painted flat black and Dove Gray to match his equipment. Krylon spray colors were used; excellent results were obtained by applying several light coats with plenty of drying time in between. After painting, each cabinet half was baked in an oven for one hour at 200° to assure complete drying. Black transfer lettering was added to the front panel and Dymo labels on the rear.

Mechanical assembly should begin with the swr coaxial section and SO-239 input connector. The section must be shortened by one inch to fit this cabinet. The output end of the coax section center conductor is mounted to a 6-32 ceramic standoff insulator. Then add the terminal strips, terminating resistors, rectifier diodes and .001 bypass capacitors; assemble the switch, sensitivity pot and all interconnecting wiring. Wiring from the rectifier diodes to the switch should use shielded wire.

The two front-panel air-variable capacitors and the terminal tie point on the left side (bottom) of the chassis should be assembled to the cabinet next.

**fig. 2. Rear-panel layout for the coupler.**

Tie the ground lugs of each air variable together and to the center ground terminal of the tiepoint; use no. 14 copper wire. L2 is connected to the butterfly capacitor by two copper sleeves made by enlarging the diameter of a ⅛-inch long piece of 3/16-inch copper tubing. Use a 100- or 150-watt soldering iron for soldering.

**table 1. Parts list for 6-meter antenna coupler.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qty</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chassis Box (LMB 564 N)</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Meter (Radio Shack 22-018)</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Butterfly variable (E. F. Johnson 167-22)</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hammerlund variable (HF-100)</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Coaxial section (Heath 40-100)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rf driver element (Heath 40-98)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rf pickup element (Heath 40-99)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Plastic spacer (Heath 255-12)</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2-lug terminal strip (Heath 431-14)</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SO-239 coax connectors</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50k pot (Heath 10-11)</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2-position rotary switch (Heath 63-177)</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1N191 Diodes</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.001 disc capacitors</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>150 Ω ohm resistors, ½ watt</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ceramic standoff</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Binding posts (Superior)</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Be sure to slide L1 over L2 prior to completing the assembly of L2 to the butterfly. Bend the legs of L1 to fit the spacing of the two ungrounded tie points and make sure that the spacing of L1 around L2 is even. Connect the output of the coaxial line to one end of L1; connect the other end of L1 to the stator of the 100-pF variable.

Assemble the 5-way binding posts to the chassis and the output coaxial connector to its mounting hole. Connect the upper two binding posts to the taps on L2 with a short piece of 300-ohm transmission line (preferably foam filled). Connect the output coax connector to the 5-way binding post nearest the center of the chassis. The lower binding post nearest the outside edge of the chassis should be connected to ground. Assemble the meter to the cabinet and wire it to the 50k pot. All interconnecting wiring in the L1/L2, C1/C2 section is done with no. 14 wire.

test and operation

If the coupler is to be used from one coaxial cable to another, install a jumper wire between the grounded binding post and the one directly above it. This must be done to use the coupler for coax-to-coax transfer. Connect the coupler between the transmitter and the antenna or a 50-ohm non-reactive dummy load such as the Heath-kit cantenna. Tune the transmitter for low power output. Set the swr bridge switch to forward and adjust the sensitivity pot for full meter deflection. Reset the switch to reverse and adjust C1 and C2 for minimum reflected power. It should be possible to adjust the reflected power to zero.

When the coupler is adjusted for minimum reflected power the transmitter can be tuned for full output power. It is possible to move 100 kHz either side of the tuned frequency before the coupler must be re-adjusted. Once the antenna coupler is set for minimum reflected power, leave it alone - tune the transmitter final to obtain maximum output, not the coupler.

conclusion

This unit will handle up to 500 watts without problem. Insertion loss has been measured at 1 to 2 percent. However, the improved efficiency provided by the coupler more than compensates for the low insertion loss. For those amateurs who already have an swr bridge, the coupler section could be built into a smaller cabinet and used with the existing bridge. Tuning procedures would be the same. Just be sure to install the swr bridge between transmitter output and the coupler input.

Inside view of antenna coupler shows mounting of L1 and L2.
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THE DYCOMM 10-10
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An American made FM Transceiver
For the amateur who needs quality communications
But at a price below the imports

- 10 independent Receive-Transmit Channels
  .34, .82, .88, .94 Transmit — .76, .82, .88, .94 Receive supplied
- Full 20-30 watt output
- Frequency stability .001% —20°C to +60°C
- .3μV sensitivity for 20 db quieting
- All solid state
- Control Head 2” x 5” x 6” — Main Unit 2” x 10” x 11”
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DYCOMM MINI FM BOOSTERS
JUST INSERT BETWEEN YOUR ANTENNA AND TRANSCEIVER,
ADD 12-14 VOLTS AND QSO
ALL WITH AUTOMATIC RF SWITCHING

101-500C “FM BOOSTER”
4-12W input for
12-30W Max output.
Size: 3” x 4” x 4” ......... Price $59.95

101-500D “BLOCK BOOSTER”
8-15W input for
20-55W Max output.
Size: 3” x 4” x 6” ......... Only $89.95

101-500E “BRICK BOOSTER”
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...NEVER BEFORE...
a repeater designed specifically for amateur use.

This compact little package contains a complete 2 meter FM solid-state repeater, including a receiver with useable sensitivity better than .2 microvolts and a transmitter with a guaranteed output of 12 watts (15 watts typical). We think this package is going to revolutionize amateur repeater installations. Look over the spec's and we are certain that you'll agree.

- Solid state — no relays
- Withstands most severe environment, fully weatherproof
- Multiple frequency operation — remote selection capability
- Protected against antenna short or open circuit or mismatch
- Deviation 5 kHz adjustable to 10 kHz
- Desensitization less than .25 microvolt at 200 kHz separation — negligible at 300 kHz
- Power 12-15 volt operation — 40 ma receive — 1.5A transmit
- Terminals provided for all necessary controls and monitoring

Call or write today for information on these exciting New Dycomm Products

JIM W4MRI
DYNAMIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
P. O. BOX 10116 • RIVIERA BEACH, FLORIDA 33404
305-844-1323
Presented in this article is a solid-state vox unit designed as a companion to my 9-MHz ssb generator described in an earlier issue of *ham radio*. I had three objectives in this design:

1. Operation with all normal settings of the ssb generator audio-gain control and with all settings of the hang-time control.

2. Operation in the cw mode, with a minimum of components, and with fast pick-up time to avoid lost characters.


circuit description

The circuit that fulfills these requirements appears in fig. 1. The function switch is shown in the ssb vox position. The vox input from the generator feeds the base of Q1 through CR1. Note that a positive input is required. To provide this, the ssb generator should be modified as shown in fig. 2. The 47k resistor is connected to ground to quickly discharge the vox filter capacitor.

With no vox input, Q1 has no drive; consequently Q2 and Q3 are turned off. When a positive input arrives from the generator, Q1 turns on Q2, which in turn drives Q3 into saturation, causing relays K1 and K2 to operate. One contact of K1 grounds the transmitter keyline and opens the mute line to the receiver. The second contact may be used to close relays in a linear amplifier when the vox relays close. The hang time is primarily determined by the C3, R4 time constant. The value of R4 was selected so that several times more current would flow through it as into the base of Q2. This minimizes the effect of Q2's base current on the hang time and consequently minimizes temperature effects on the hang time due to transistor gain variations.

The network of CR2, CR3 and R6 insures proper operation of the vox circuit at very short hang time settings. Without these components, C3 must charge and discharge through a major portion of R4's resistance. This means that if the hang-time control is set for a half second as an example, several dots or dashes of a letter must be sent before the vox relays will hold in. With the network shown, C3 charges rapidly to nearly the emitter voltage of Q2 through R6 and CR3 upon closing the key. Upon releasing the key, Q2 receives base drive through CR2, thus avoiding the high attenuation.
path through R4. The quick-charge network also helps prevent relay chattering with short hang-time settings in the ssb vox mode. At the maximum hang-time setting, CR2 is shorted out and CR3 is back-biased with the key down, so neither affects circuit operation. CR3 is also back-biased when the key is released regardless of the hang-time setting and megohm, and so should not disturb the bias circuits of most transmitters. The voltage at my key is -35 volts. For higher keyline voltages, increase the size of R3, and reduce it for lower voltages.

**cathode keying**

You may have a cathode-keyed transmitter with which you may wish to use

---

**fig. 1. Vox schematic. Fast cw break-in is also featured.**

thus has no effect on the discharge curve of the hang-time network.

The 1k resistor in series with the base of Q3 limits the base current to safe values, in this case about 8 mA maximum. The diode across the relay coils clips the large voltage spike created when Q3 turns off in a short time period, such as during break-in operation.

In the cw vox position of the function switch, the keyline is connected to the key jack. Resistors R1, R2 and R3 form a summing network between the positive vox supply and the negative keyline voltage. R2 is adjusted so that the voltage at the base of Q1 is zero. The resistance presented to the keyline is close to a this circuit. In that case, Q1 may be changed to a pnp transistor and components added to the transmitter as shown in fig. 3. The voltage of the zener diode must be larger than the vox circuit supply voltage and must also be large enough to completely cut off the final tubes. The values of R1, R2, and R3 must be large enough to hold Q1 base current to a safe value. Values as shown in fig. 1 are satisfactory. R2 is adjusted so that Q1 base voltage just equals the emitter voltage. Note that the vox input now comes into the base of Q2. This means that a lower-impedance source of this vox voltage is desirable for rapid charging of the hang-time network. The R-ZD1 combina-
tion could be replaced by a voltage divider if regulated voltage is available in the transmitter.

**break-in**

Break-in operation in the cw vox position is possible by turning the hang-time control to minimum. The two relays (if they are capable) will now follow the key. For break-in operation up to several hundred watts, the vacuum relay shown is recommended for its fast operation and ability to hot-switch several amps. K1, the other relay in my unit, is a small two-pole sealed 28-volt relay. I have tried other types, and the surplus 28-volt leaf-type relays will follow a key at moderate speeds. The extra noise created can be damped with felt between the relay and the chassis. Reed relays may of course be used, and some of the heavier ones may handle moderate powers.

![Diagram](image)

**fig. 3. Vox modifications for use with cathode-keyed rigs. Value of resistor in tube cathode circuit is for B+ = 300 volts. Zener-diode voltage is 60 volts dc at 1 mA.**

*device considerations*

The transistors are on the expensive side, but satisfactory substitutes can be found. As an example, Poly Paks lists the 2N2222 at five for a dollar. While their $V_{ce}$ is 30 Vdc, they should work well if care is taken to hold the supply voltage to 24 Vdc or less. The power dissipation of Q1 and Q2 is negligible, but that of Q3 depends on the relay current required. As an example, with the key down, Q3 is saturated with 120 mA through it in my vox unit, but the voltage across it is less than a volt. The power dissipated is less than 120 mW. When the key is released, however, the voltage across the transistor rises, and the current drops. At the point where 12 volts are across the transistor, 60 mA may flow through it for a short-term dissipation of 720 mW. The average dissipation, however, would be under 500 mW, and a 2N2222 could be used for Q3, but with little margin. At this point, a 2N2218A would be a good substitute (and far cheaper) for the 2N2219A.

If you wish to use whatever you can dredge up from the junk box, try the following measures to compensate for lower-beta transistors: decrease the values of R1, R2, R3 and R5. Operation with 12-volt relays requiring more current than those listed may also require a decrease in these resistor values.

---

2. Modifications necessary to author’s ssb generator described in ham radio, December 1970 for use with this vox circuit.

52 *yr* July 1971
construction

My unit was built on a 1-1/2 x 2-inch piece of perf board, which was mounted on the rear of my transmitter chassis. R4, C3 and S1 are on the transmitter front panel, and R2 is on the chassis rear apron beside the perf board. Shielded wires to these controls are a must to avoid rf feedback. The antenna relay should be located remotely from the rest of the circuitry, and leads going to it should be well bypassed.

other uses

The applications of this circuit are numerous. It could be added to a transmitter to eliminate throwing of switches to go from transmit to receive, or to control a linear you may have added to your station. It could be set up for battery operation with low-current relays and used on Field Day to mate someone’s transmitter with someone else’s receiver. It could also be used to key a tape recorder to record slow-scan tv or someone’s voice. Or, how about recording passing satellite signals? Whatever your use, happy voxing!

reference


"All right buster! Back to your radio and never mind the skirt selectivity."
how to design a frequency calibrator for your receiver

Complete design procedure for a novel marker generator consisting of a constant-current source, unijunction oscillator and tuned output amplifier

Recent changes in amateur band-edge assignments for various license classes, and lack of crystal calibrators in many popular transceivers, has resulted in a rash of magazine articles on crystal calibrators. Some circuits are better than others and make provisions for 25-, 50- or 100-kHz checkpoints.

If you need a quick and handy crystal calibrator for your receiver, by all means refer to any number of previously published articles. However, if you have a little time and want to learn a bit more about electronics, then read on.

The circuit presented here is absolutely not in the category of, "wire the parts together according to the given values and layout and you will have..." category. Rather, adequate design data is provided so you can calculate the required component values and make a breadboard with a minimum amount of the test equipment. The end result will be a useful, working calibrator that provides 100-kHz and 1-MHz reference points. More important, you'll learn a bit about electronics and why it isn't really too formidable to design and build simple circuits rather than going to the store for another piece of gear, or slavishly copying someone else's design without the foggiest notion of what to do if it fails to work when it is plugged in.

the calibrator

The circuit in fig. 1, as opposed to the usual crystal-calibrator oscillator, relies primarily on the frequency stability of a low-frequency pulse generator that is used to supply impulse energy to a high-Q tank circuit tuned to 1 MHz. Although the oscillator is not crystal controlled the short-term stability will be more than adequate; long-term stability is primarily dependent upon the quality of key com...
ponents and regulation of the supply voltage.

The circuit can be broken into four easily understood sub-parts. Pnp transistor Q1 and its associated resistors (R1, R2 and R3) form an adjustable current source flowing from the collector of Q1. This current, I1, can be set to the desired value by adjusting the base voltage V1 with potentiometer R2. Current I1 will be very nearly (neglecting some fine points concerning base-emitter diode potentials):

$$I_1 = \frac{E - V_1}{R_1}$$

fig. 1. Stable frequency marker does not require a crystal-controlled oscillator stage. Component values are discussed in the text. Capacitor C6 and the antenna are used to transmit the marker signal to the receiver. Resistor R8 drops the B+ supply to the zener-diode voltage of CR2.

Current I1 charges C1 linearly to an increasing higher voltage until the threshold firing potential of the unijunction transistor is reached; at this point C1 is rapidly discharged through R4 into Q2. This process repeats indefinitely since Q2 will revert to a non-conducting state whenever the emitter voltage falls below a minimum called the valley voltage and current I2 is less than the holding current.

If an oscilloscope were used to look at the voltage across C1 it would display a very good sawtooth waveform; a linear voltage ramp due to the constant current I1 with a very fast return to near ground when Q2 conducts. Therefore, two parts of the circuit are easily understood: Q1 is a constant-current source and C1 is a timing capacitor that determines how long it takes to reach the trigger voltage of Q2.

Transistor Q2 is nothing more than a simple unijunction transistor pulse generator. Whenever the emitter voltage reaches a certain fraction of the supply voltage E, a triggering voltage is reached which causes conduction between the two base junctions, thus causing B1 to suddenly jump up to a level near the emitter voltage. If the emitter voltage drops below some specified minimum conduction between B1 and B2 ceases. Thus, looking at R6 with a scope would show a squarewave pulse every time Q2 conducts.

Transistor Q3 is normally not conducting. The base is normally at ground potential through R7, and the voltage required to make Q3 conduct is at least two diode voltage drops – CR1 and the base-emitter diode of the transistor. Therefore the base must reach at least 1.0 to 1.2 volts before Q3 will be turned on.

However, each time a pulse appears at R6 it will be coupled to Q3 base by C2 briefly turning on Q3. If C2 is fairly small it will differentiate the squarewave pulse at R6 (a voltage spike will be observed at the base of Q3). The final portion of the circuit consists of Q3 and its resonant tank circuit. Rather than being an ordinary tuned amplifier, this circuit could be called an “impulse driven resonator.” Each time Q3 conducts because of a voltage spike from C2 energy is fed to the collector tank circuit. If the tank circuit has high Q it will continue to ring at the resonant frequency even though the initial energy supply is removed (Q3 stops conducting). The initial sine-wave energy at the resonant circuit will slowly diminish in amplitude but will be replenished when Q3 fires again. If the tank circuit is tuned to 1 MHz you have a 1-MHz marker plus plenty of harmonics to use as higher band-edge markers.
Although the foregoing discussion should be enough to get the circuit playing, a few more words should reduce the amount of "fiddle-time." Since you want a stable oscillator the supply voltage should be constant; a large electrolytic capacitor, C5, and an appropriate zener regulator can be used. The voltage is best chosen in the range of 12 to 28 volts dc.

Any old pnp transistor can be used for Q1. A value of 10k ohms for R2 and R3 is a reasonable starting value. Similarly, R4 isn't too critical since it is only used to limit the initial current surge into Q2; something in the neighborhood of 1000 ohms is reasonable.

Any problem likely to be encountered is in the choice of R1 and C1. A basic impulse rate that is a submultiple of 1 MHz is desirable so 100 kHz seems like a good basic frequency for the sawtooth at C1. However, current I2 must eventually diminish to a value less than the holding current for Q3 (on the order of 1 mA).

If I1 is greater than the holding current for Q2 (check the manufacturer's specs for this value) then Q2 will latch-up in the conducting state. Therefore the current selected for I1 must be less than the Q2 holding current or R4 made very large, which is not desirable. Similarly, to obtain a pulse rate of 100 kHz into Q2, C2 must be charged to the trigger voltage of Q2 at precisely that rate, every 10 microseconds. To pick the proper value for C2 once I1 has been selected use the equation

\[ \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta T} = \frac{I1}{C1} \]

where the symbol \( \Delta \) means "rate of change." More simply, the voltage change at C1 (called \( \Delta T \)) is equal to the ratio of the current I1 divided by the capacitance charged, C1 in this case. Since you know I1 (or can vary it slightly) and \( \Delta T \) is 10 microseconds, then the value of C1 is easily determined since the required value of \( \Delta V \) is the triggering voltage for Q2. (The triggering voltage is typically 0.25 to 0.5 the supply voltage.)

The unijunction transistor Q2 is fairly non-critical as to the values selected for R5 and R6. Resistor R5 usually ranges from 300 to 600 ohms; 100 ohms is a ballpark value for R6. Since you want some differentiation of the pulse delivered to Q3, capacitor C2 might be anything from 1000 pF to as much as 0.01 μF.

Resistor R7 keeps Q3 reverse biased by draining off the reverse base-leakage current; for most small-signal transistors this leakage is so small that 100K ohms is a fair value for R7. Nearly any npn transistor will work adequately at Q3 such as an old 2N706 or 2N708.

The tank circuit (L1-C3-C4) should resonate at 1 MHz; a high-Q inductance is needed. This is easily obtained by using a ferrite toroid core and many turns of small wire. Capacitor C3 should provide most of the required capacitance, with C4 used for fine tuning. Alternatively, if L1 is variable C4 may be omitted. A wire antenna can be attached to the tank circuit to couple energy to your receiver.

Circuit calibration may be accomplished by zero-beating the output against WWV. The primary variable will be R2 to obtain zero beat, with C4 used to obtain maximum power output. However, C4 will alter the output frequency slightly so some juggling back and forth between R2 and C4 will be needed initially.

Frequency stability will rival that of most crystal oscillators if two precautions are observed: The supply voltage must be stable, and C1 must not change capacitance radically with temperature. To a lesser extent, more expensive unijunction transistors have more stable trigger voltages that contribute a constant output frequency.

One nice feature of this circuit, aside from its low cost, is that if 100 kHz is picked as the basic pulse frequency, 100-kHz markers can be heard throughout the lower amateur bands and used as additional reference points.
Standard's New High Flying "826"

Standard Communications, the world's largest manufacturer of VHF marine equipment, has developed a professional quality VHF/FM 2 meter transceiver especially for amateur use. The "826" is so compact that it makes mobile installations practical in almost any airplane, boat or car, and it becomes fully portable with Standard's battery pack. When used in conjunction with the AC power accessory, it also makes an ideal, low cost base station unit. Enjoy the fun of amateur radio communication wherever you go for just $339.95.

STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
P.O. Box 325, Wilmington,
Calif. 90744 (213) 775-6264

The world's largest manufacturer of marine VHF equipment.
circuits and techniques

ed noll, W3FQJ

integrated circuits

Many broadcast equipment manufacturers have taken advantage of digital ICs when designing new equipment. Such devices as JK flip-flops, divide-by-12 counters, divide-by-16 counters, 4-bit binary counters, etc. have found their way into a-m and fm broadcast transmitters. Radio amateurs and amateur radio equipment manufacturers might like to take a look at some of the possibilities.

One popular a-m broadcast transmitter uses two divide-by-2 binaries, fig. 1. The crystal oscillator frequency is set in the stable frequency range from 2 to 4 MHz spectrum. If the broadcast transmitter transmits between 540 and 1080 kHz, two 2-to-1 counters provide a net count down of four. If the transmitter must operate between 1080 and 1600, a single 2-to-1 counter is used to divide the frequency.

Digital ICs of this type generate square waves but this is no problem. Output resonant circuits of appropriate Q can convert the square wave to a pure sine wave. The input to the counter should be a square wave; this can be accomplished with a simple limiter at the output of the crystal oscillator.

Some modern fm transmitters use elaborate digital counter chains such as fig. 2. This arrangement permits the frequency-modulated oscillator to operate at the fundamental frequency of the fm station. An automatic-frequency phase-lock system keeps the oscillator on the assigned frequency well within FCC tolerance (±2000 Hz on the fm broadcast band).

In one fm broadcast transmitter an output from the basic oscillator is applied

One of Motorola's newer MRTL digital ICs is the MC880P, a decade counter that also divides by five or six with the proper external connections.
to a 16,384-to-1 counter and then to a phase comparator. The crystal reference oscillator operates in the 1.5- to 2-MHz range, depending upon the assigned frequency of the fm station. This reference frequency is divided by 256 and applied to the phase comparator. The phase comparator develops a dc reference voltage which keeps the transmit oscillator on frequency.

For such a divider system, the digital ICs must be capable of operating at very high frequencies. Such units are available at low cost. For example, a 120-MHz J-K flip-flop has a unit cost of approximately $7.50. A flip-flop with a maximum input frequency of 85 MHz can be purchased for about three dollars. A divide-by-16 counter with a maximum frequency of 30 MHz can also be purchased for about $7.50. A search of the surplus market may yield the same or similar units at even lower prices.

practical frequency dividers

What are some of the possibilities for amateur equipment? Amateurs are accustomed to using frequency multipliers that develop signals related harmonically to a crystal oscillator or vfo. A digital divider system permits decreases in frequency. For example, a divide-by-2 counter following a 40-meter vfo that tunes from 7 and 8 MHz will give an 80-meter output between 3.5 and 4 MHz. Two 2-to-1 dividers would provide a net division of 4 and put the signal into the 160-meter band, fig. 3.

Digital ICs that can be connected as astable multivibrators can also be made to multiply. Is it possible to build an IC substitute for the common frequency-multiplier chain?* The arrangement of fig. 4 might be feasible as an all-band signal source or as an accurate all-band signal source and calibrator. Two-times the 7.5-MHz master-oscillator signal provides a WWV check point at 15 MHz.

Reconstructing a sine wave from a square wave output is no great problem with resonant circuits or multisection integrators. However, you are working with pulse waveforms and their multi-frequency makeup, so proper shielding and grounding is important.
This scheme is attractive for all-band QRP operation and it matches the various QRP modes of cw, a-m, dsb and phase-type ssb. There is also merit in terms of the direct-conversion receiver because you can work both down- and up-frequency from a single high-stability beat oscillator.

For vhf operation IC frequency dividers can be used to put the transmit oscillator on the transmit frequency, doing away with the multiplier chain. A possible system for 2- and 6-meter operation is shown in fig. 5. A divide-by-8 circuit brings a fundamental 6-meter signal down to the 7-MHz range where it is compared with a crystal oscillator, vxo or stable vfo. The two signals are applied to a phase comparator (also available as a digital IC). A dc afc voltage is developed for controlling the fundamental frequency oscillator, holding it on frequency. The fundamental frequency oscillator uses a voltage-variable capacitance diode that responds to the phase-lock afc system.

For 2-meter operation an 18-to-1 frequency divider brings the fundamental frequency down to the 8-MHz range for comparison. Otherwise, the system is the same as 6-meter arrangement. Also, this configuration is adaptable to various modes of modulation. Frequency modulation may even be accommodated. However, frequency division must be greater to prevent the modulating frequencies from affecting the phase-lock operation.

---

**fig. 4.** An all-band high-frequency signal source using a single 40-meter oscillator.

**fig. 5.** Using IC frequency dividers in frequency-determining systems for 6 and 2 meters.

---

**simple rf divider**

The feasibility of this frequency-control circuit was checked out with a low-cost MDTL clocked R-S flip-flop, wired externally to operate as a J-K flip-flop. The frequency divider was used with the fet circuit described in the June issue.

The output of the Pierce crystal oscillator, fig. 6, is fed directly to the clock input of the flip-flop. A shaping diode is connected between pin 2 and common. The flip-flop is biased with a 9-volt transistor radio battery.

A tuned fet rf amplifier follows; it is operated in class A because of limited drive from the flip-flop. Nevertheless, approximately 200 milliwatts of rf output is developed. But more important, a beautiful 80-meter sine wave may be observed at the output. A local 80-meter QRP contact using a 40-meter crystal is something a bit different from the ordinary.
This QRP transmitter for 80 meters uses a 40-meter crystal and IC 2:1 frequency divider.

high-power audio

An unusual two-section high-power audio amplifier, the RCA HC-1000, is capable of delivering 100 watts into a 4-ohm load with a peak current of 7 amperes. The total supply voltage is 75 volts. An output transformer can be added to step up the impedance when required; this may be necessary if the unit is used to supply audio to a vacuum-tube modulated amplifier.

The price of the HC-1000 is in the $60 bracket. This might shake you a bit but consider what it would cost to build a vacuum-tube modulator capable of de-

fig. 6. This QRP transmitter for 80 meters uses a 40-meter crystal and IC 2:1 frequency divider.

fig. 7. Internal circuit of the miniature RCA HC-1000 100-watt audio power amplifier.
livering 75 to 100 watts of audio? Consider too that the entire HC-1000 module is 3 by 3-1/2 inches and weighs but 100 grams.

The amplifier consists of two separate sections mounted on a common base plate. One section serves as the complete driver and includes 23 resistors, 7 capacitors, 6 diodes and 9 transistors. Two power output transistors and two diodes are contained in the second section.

A schematic diagram of the HC-1000 is shown in fig. 7. The input stage (Q1 and Q2) is a differential amplifier with a constant-current bias source (Q3). Note the temperature-stabilizing diodes in the base circuit of Q3.

The collector of Q1 supplies output to the base of a class-A amplifier (Q5). Transistor Q5 supplies drive to the two pairs of output transistors. The collector of Q5 is connected to the collector of Q4; Q4 is also a constant-current source but its purpose is to supply a bidirectional current in proportion to the current through Q5. It acts as a level translator to ensure that no dc offset voltage is applied to the output transistors. Such a dc voltage would be contributed by Q5 if it were not balanced out by the voltage developed by Q4.

The protection circuit within the dashed block prevents damage to the this stage is high enough to attain good gain from the class-A amplifier (Q5).

The HC-1000 circuits in fig. 8 are designed for a positive and negative power supply (fig. 8A) or a negative power supply (fig. 8B). Circuit 8A includes an output transformer for providing a proper match to a specific load resistance.

\[\text{fig. 8 Practical audio power amplifiers using the HC-1000. Circuit in (A) requires both positive and negative voltages; circuit in (B) requires only negative supply voltage.}\]

\[\text{A schematic diagram of the HC-1000 is shown in fig. 7. The input stage (Q1 and Q2) is a differential amplifier with a constant-current bias source (Q3). Note the temperature-stabilizing diodes in the base circuit of Q3.}\]

\[\text{The collector of Q1 supplies output to the base of a class-A amplifier (Q5). Transistor Q5 supplies drive to the two pairs of output transistors. The collector of Q5 is connected to the collector of Q4; Q4 is also a constant-current source but its purpose is to supply a bidirectional current in proportion to the current through Q5. It acts as a level translator to ensure that no dc offset voltage is applied to the output transistors. Such a dc voltage would be contributed by Q5 if it were not balanced out by the voltage developed by Q4.}\]

\[\text{The protection circuit within the dashed block prevents damage to the}\]

\[\text{module when an improper load is placed on the output. Transistors Q9-Q11 and Q8-Q10 are Darlington pairs that develop a high-power output across a low impedance load. The input impedance to}\]

\[\text{ham radio}\]

\[\text{"This used to be an integrated circuit — until my wife thought it was a spider and stepped on it!"}\]
MODEL 80 - UNIVERSAL KIT FITS ALL 8 CYL. AMERICAN CARS

LIMITED

SPECIAL $24.95

$55.00 VALUE

Electronix Sales

23044 S. CRENSHAW BLVD.

TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505

PHONE (213) 534-4456
switch-off flasher

Portable solid-state equipment that is designed for low power drain often excludes the use of "high-drain" pilot lamps. The circuit in fig. 1, designed by S. Thomas and described in The Radio Constructor, flashes the light after the switch is turned off. The circuit is applicable to any transistor equipment that uses a 9-volt battery. When switch S1 is on the capacitor is charged through the diode; when the switch is turned off the 6-volt lamp is connected across the capacitor, causing the bulb to flash brightly. The circuit draws negligible battery current; in Mr. Simon's unit the leakage current drawn by the capacitor was measured at 6 μA.

The capacitor cannot discharge the equipment circuits because of the diode. However, if the equipment has a large-value capacitor across the power supply, it will discharge through the diode into the lamp, increasing the length of the flash. With most equipment it would probably be possible to eliminate the diode and connect the capacitor and lamp directly to the negative supply lead, although this should be checked experimentally.

receiver incremental tuning for the swan 350

Although receiver incremental tuning is not an absolute necessity, at times it is a pleasant convenience. The circuit in fig. 2 is quite basic and may be added easily to the Swan 350.

Most of the smaller component parts may be mounted on a small 6-lug terminal strip which is mounted under the left-rear mounting nut of the vfo printed-circuit board (as viewed from the front with the Swan on its back). This provides a short, direct connection between C1 and the collector of the oscillator transistor, Q1, by soldering to the lead which comes from the dial set and tuning capacitors; this lead is connected to the vfo board at the small solder blob immediately in front of the mounting screw that is used to mount the terminal strip. Use a piece of good stiff wire here to prevent any unwanted fm-ing due to vibration.

Location of the other components is not critical. In my unit CR2 and R4 were mounted on a terminal strip adjacent the voltage regulator tube, V16. The relay was mounted immediately behind the vfo box near the two elongated chassis cutouts. The R17 pot was mounted on the front panel between the dial window and the plate tuning control. Although I
fig. 2. Incremental tuning circuit for the Swan 350. Relay K1 is a miniature 12-volt spdt relay such as the Potter & Brumfield KMSD. CR2 is a 30-volt, 400-mW zener.

mounted the calibrate pot on the front panel above the RIT pot, it may be mounted internally on a small bracket. The wires were routed through the small chassis hole near the vfo amplifier tube.

Calibration is accomplished by first setting both pots to the middle of their ranges. Feed in a crystal-calibrator signal and pull out on the RIT knob, leaving it at center. Now zero beat the calibrate signal with the main tuning knob. Push the RIT knob in (off) and adjust the calibrate pot for zero beat. This insures the transmit and receive frequencies are the same with the RIT function disabled while allowing manual control of the receive frequency with the RIT on.

The installation of the circuitry upsets the dial calibration very slightly; it was found the dial-set capacitor easily restored calibration. With the circuit constants shown, ± 3.5 kHz frequency deviation was obtained. With this amount of shift you may take a station from zero-beat and move the signal out of the passband of the filter in either direction.

Paul Pagel, K1KXA

crystal-controlled multivibrator

The crystal-controlled oscillator circuit shown in fig. 3 uses no tuned circuits. Since there is no reactance in the circuit except for the small gimmick capacitor, the circuit will oscillate at any frequency from 2.5 kHz to 15 MHz by simply changing the crystal. Rf output voltage is approximately the same as the supply voltage, which can be from 6 to 25 volts.

I have used this circuit as a wideband frequency spotter, as a marker generator (output is rich in harmonics), and as a crystal activity and stability tester.

When building the oscillator, keep all interconnecting wires as short as possible. Although it is not required in every case, you may need the gimmick capacitor to obtain oscillation. The gimmick is made by twisting together two 2-inch pieces of insulated hookup wire; make sure the two wires don’t short together.

Mike Centore, WN2MQY

fig. 3. Crystal-controlled multivibrator uses no tuned circuits but will oscillate at any frequency between 2.5 kHz and 5 MHz by simply changing the crystal.
versatile resistor decades

Accurate decade standards may be assembled at considerably less than their usual cost by using one of the switching arrangements shown in fig. 4 and 5. The precision components represent the greatest cost of a decade standard; therefore, any reduction in the number of components directly reduces cost.

fig. 4. Zero through 9 ohms are obtained by switching various combinations of four standard resistors. For higher resistance values the resistors are increased by factors of ten. The switch is a 2-pole 10-position rotary.

Only four precision resistors or capacitors are required in this design, instead of the usual ten. This savings may be used to simply reduce cost, or if you wish, to buy closer tolerance components for a more accurate decade.

Several construction precautions should be observed. Low-resistance decades require very low contact resistance switches to preserve accuracy. This requirement may be met by parallel wiring two decks of a conventional rotary switch, instead of single decks shown in fig. 4.

In capacitance decade's low-value capacitors must be well spaced from all metallic components to reduce errors due to stray capacitance effects. Also, wide spacing between capacitor terminals and jumpers is required. In the low-capacitance and high-resistance decades, rotary switches with ceramic insulation are recommended.

The economical decade switching systems shown here may be extended to the design of other useful decades including inductance, zener diodes and back-to-back diode clippers.

Gene Brizendine, W4ATE

vfo buffer amplifier

The solid-state vfo I described in the August, 1970 issue of *ham radio* was designed to provide a high-quality stable signal at low output to replace crystals in low-power solid-state transmitters. It is essential in any vfo that oscillator loading be as small and constant as possible (to produce a chirpless signal). This was achieved in my vfo by voltage regulation and by using a low-load buffer stage. The third stage was designed to match the high-impedance output of the jfet buffer stage to the low-impedance input of a solid-state transmitter. Consequently, there is little amplification of the oscil-

fig. 5. Nine individual capacitance values are provided by switching combinations of four capacitors. Switch is a 2 pole 10-position rotary.

fig. 6. Solid-state vfo amplifier provides constant high-impedance load to the vfo. RFC1 is a Millen 34300-50.
If you need more output for this or similar solid-state vfo you may be interested in adding the simple one-stage amplifier shown in fig. 6. This amplifier will provide plenty of power to the driver stage of a transistor transmitter up to the five-watt class, and can be built for under $3.00 using all new parts. This circuit will fit nicely into the W3QBO vfo minibox; or, it can be built into the associated transmitter.

The components can all be neatly mounted on a 5-lug terminal strip as illustrated in fig. 7. The schematic shows a 100-ohm resistor and two .05-μF bypass capacitors for power-lead decoupling, a practice that should always be followed. The Motorola 2N4124 transistor sells for 60 cents; many other transistors (such as the Motorola 2N3904) will work well in this circuit but usually they will cost much more.

C. Edward Galbreath, W3QBO

vhf a-m modulation monitor

If you have a dc-coupled oscilloscope in the shack, such as the EICO 460, here is a low-cost and simple method of keeping track of your percentage of modulation. At vhf the usual techniques of envelope patterns and trapezoidal patterns become very difficult, if not impossible. The method shown in fig. 8 is based on the fact that the plate voltage applied to an amplitude-modulated stage varies between zero and twice the dc supply voltage for 100% modulation of a properly adjusted a-m transmitter.

Connect the vertical scope input to the modulated dc which feeds the modulated rf stage. A resistive voltage divider (no capacitors) is necessary if the voltage is high enough to be dangerous. Select a convenient sweep rate of about 100 Hz or so. Position the horizontal trace so it coincides with one of the lower graticule lines. Apply plate voltage to the modulated stage (with no modulation) and adjust the vertical gain control to move the horizontal trace to the center graticule line. The scope is now set up to show modulation amplitudes varying around the dc supply voltage.

Audio modulation gain should be adjusted to keep the scope pattern between the limits of the lower (zero volts dc) graticule line and the corresponding graticule line above the center. Fig. 9 shows the relationships. For my equipment, with a 750-volt dc power supply, I chose a resistive voltage divider of 100k and 10k. A suitable ratio permits convenient measurement of the final dc supply voltage without exposure to lethal high voltages.

Harry Ferguson, K7UNL

fig. 9. Modulation percentage is less than 100% if waveform is between limits shown here. Equipment setup is described in text.
Dear HR:

W6NIF's article on QRP technique in the December issue was interesting and valuable. But it seems to me that QRP has another facet which might be of immediate concern to more amateurs. Personally, I have the utmost respect for those, like Al Wilson, who persist with real flea power. I wish I had the time and patience to do so. However, to me practical QRP means power inputs of the order of five watts.

Now that the southern gentlemen at Ten-tec have introduced so many of us to this fascinating QRP world we may learn what we should have known for years. Most of us regularly use from five to one-hundred times more power than we need, or ought to use. We QRM the world for our ego's sake.

For almost a year now, I have not used more than eight watts dc power input to the final stage, and I have had more fun in the game than ever. Using both a Ten-tec rig, and a number of homebrew jobs, I have enjoyed as many solid QSOs as I formerly did with a ninety-watter. In fact, most folks worked do not know I'm QRP until I tell them. And I use a most unpretentious antenna, an 80-meter zepp, up only about 25 feet. Folks with good antennas, and perhaps more skill, do better. But I've worked 20 countries, 24 states, and all parts of Canada, and relished it immensely. Furthermore, I don't feel like an "ugly American."

To me, this is amateur radio, as contrasted with the expensive, tinselled world of "commercial" ham radio that one hears, particularly in the phone bands, where power seems valued for its prestige alone. Less-than-one-watt QRP is interesting and may constitute a valid achievement. But few of us have the time, the patience and perhaps the skill for this. All of us, however, could cut our power input to one-tenth of its present level, have as many fine QSOs as ever and thereby vastly improve the American amateur's electronic world image. This in itself, in these times, would seem worthwhile.

C. F. Rockey, W9SCH
Deerfield, Illinois

fire extinguishers

Dear HR:

The January article, "Fire Protection in the Ham Shack," is a very important and timely subject. However, I question the statement about Freon not being as toxic as carbon tetrachloride is. My experience indicates that Freon is highly toxic when exposed to high temperatures.

For a number of years I was in the air-conditioning trade. In one case a Freon-refrigerant discharge line broke in an air-conditioning system in the basement of a hotel; in the same room with
the broken line there were several gas-fired hot-water heaters. When the freon broke down in the flame it formed phosgene gas — the same results produced by carbon tetrachloride. I was extremely sick from being exposed to the fumes, and it was some time before I was well again. I would suggest ventilation as soon as possible if using a Freon-type fire extinguisher; in fact, in my book, this goes for the use of any aerosol cans.

Orville Gulseth, W5PGG
Clarksdale, Mississippi

**frequency-sensitive resistors**

**Dear HR:**

I am a sales engineer, and the following comments come from 18 years of selling resistors. Contrary to popular belief, deposited carbon-film, metal-film, and the like, are not non-inductive resistors. After the resistive material is deposited on the ceramic core the resistive material is cut into a spiral, with 12 or more turns before the desired resistance value is obtained. The result is a 12-turn coil of resistive material plus some capacitance thrown in for good measure.

If you want a true non-inductive resistor you must tell the manufacturer what frequency you will use, and then stay close to it. For all-around general-purpose non-inductive resistors for all frequencies the old carbon-composition resistor is hard to beat.

Ed Aymond, W5UHV
Dallas, Texas

**more uses for the ST-6 RTTY demodulator**

**Dear HR:**

Although the ST-6 was not designed with computer work in mind, the time constants are adequate even for 220 Baud. Computers use 8-level 100-speed teleprinters such as the model 33 or 37. This is 110 Baud, considerably shorter pulses than the normal 5-level 100-speed teleprinters used on many MARS frequencies.

The ST-6 operates in a normal manner even at 200 Baud, with the change of two resistors and one capacitor in the low-pass filter. I am using such a modified unit at home in conjunction with a cathode-ray type computer terminal.

The ST-6 can also be used with the AK-1 AFSK unit (*QST*, February, 1965) and a phone patch as a computer interface between the phone line and the computer terminal. (The AK-1 also performs in excess of 220 Baud.) Such use would not appeal to many hams at this time, but the possibility is always there if you need it.

Irv Hoff, W6FFC
Los Altos, California

**motrac receivers**

**Dear HR:**

In the December, 1970 issue, the ham notebook recommended the Motorola Motrac receiver for use in repeaters. It should be noted that there are two basic types of Motrac receivers.

The type-L receiver uses a bipolar rf amplifier stage and is a poor choice for just about any fixed-station application. Its desensitization characteristics are 5 to 10 dB inferior to the tube-type G receiver, and 10 to 15 dB worse than the old type-A receiver. The intermod characteristics are even worse: 10 to 15 dB more than the G, and 20 to 25 dB more than the A. The later type-M receivers use a fet mixer in the front end; it is about equal to the old type-A in desensitization, and far, far better in the intermod department.

The order of preference for Motorola receivers is the type-M (new Motrac), type-A (wide-chassis tube type), type-G (narrow-chassis tube type), and last, the type-L (early Motrac).

J. A. Murphy, K5ZBA
Tulsa, Oklahoma
AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES
J. Pat Hawker, G3VA
Do you have the time to review all the dozens of amateur and commercial magazines which are brought out each month to collect the best of their many good new ideas.
Here it has already been done for you in this very complete collection of material taken from a number of periodicals. It is presented in a most useful and well organized manner.
Chapter headings include Semi-conductors, Receivers, Transmitters, Oscillators, Antennas, Power Supplies and Test Equipment.

Over 200 pages ONLY $3.75

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK
G. R. Jessop, G6JP
Here in a 148 page book is one of the most complete compilations of radio and electronic charts, nomographs, formulas and design data available anywhere. Included are sections on General Formulas, Pi-Network Design, Wideband Couplers, TVI Filters, Baluns, Antenna Design Charts, Coil Design, Frequency Allocations and much much more.
Here is a book that will probably pay for itself the first time you use it. Whether you design, build or operate, this volume definitely belongs very close to your workbench or operating table.

148 pages Hardbound ONLY $3.00 POSTPAID

AMATEUR RADIO CIRCUITS BOOK
G. R. Jessop, G6JP
Have you ever spent half an hour or so going through all kinds of literature looking for a good basic amplifier or oscillator to put into that new design of yours? In this collection you will find several examples (using both semi-conductors and vacuum tubes) of each type of circuit you might need.
Typical headings include Antenna Matching, T-R Switches, Preamplifiers, Converters, I.F. Stages, Noise Limiters and Blankers, Power Amplifiers, Linear Amplifiers, Audio Amplifiers, Keyers, Oscillators, Power Supplies, Test Equipment and many more.
All of this is offered in a rugged little book which has a spiral binding permitting it to lie flat while being used.

120 pages ONLY $2.50 POSTPAID

RADIO COMMUNICATION & RSGB MEMBERSHIP
This is the oldest and most widely read British amateur radio magazine. Published monthly it provides complete coverage including such popular features as: Technical Topics, a monthly survey of the latest ideas and circuits, Four Meters and Down, a rundown of the latest in VHF and UHF and much more.
It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month's events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.
We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for $9.60 a year.

$9.60 per year

COMTEC BOOKS
BOX 592 AMHERST, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03031

70 july 1971 More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
Precise tuning—right on frequency, 160-10 meters plus MARS with the basic Drake 4-Line, and 160-2 meters plus MARS with VHF converters/transverters. With increments of one kHz, you set the VFO exactly where you want it...first time...every time. AND all the other plus-features of Drake-built gear are yours in the 4-Line: wide range of frequency bands for utmost versatility in SSB, AM, CW or RTTY, and many engineered features found only in Drake gear, at reasonable prices of $475 for R-4B Receiver, $495 for T-4XB Transmitter.

See your distributor...

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 RICHARD ST., MIAMISBURG, OHIO 45342
The new Rameco ASG-1 audio sweep/signal generator was developed for use in the frequency range of zero to 100 kHz. Its prime purpose is to display the response characteristics of either active or passive circuits on a standard oscilloscope. Both swept and cw modes of operation are provided; sweep width is variable from a few Hertz to 100 kHz in a single sweep. Output is adjustable from 0 to 5 volts peak to peak. A synchronized ramp output with adjustable amplitude is supplied for driving the horizontal input to the oscilloscope. If triggered operation is desired, generator blanking pulses are available. Sweep time is variable from 20 milliseconds to 20 seconds. $195.00 from Rameco Corporation, Post Office Box 580, Deerfield Beach, Florida 33441. For more information, use check-off on page 94.

Simpson Electronics has announced a new low-cost vhf-fm mobile rig for the amateur who wants to operate on two-meter fm. The 6-watt Simpson Model A features four channels, sensitivity of 0.6 µV for 20-dB quieting and separate plug-in transmitter and receiver boards with easy access to all tuning and metering points. The solid-state design uses integrated circuits and diode frequency switching.

The squelch is fully regulated and compensated with squelch sensitivity at 0.25 µV or less. Intermodulation interference rejection is 70 dB minimum. Spurious response attenuation is greater than 60 dB. Selectivity, furnished by ceramic filter, is 13 kHz at 6 dB down and 36 kHz at 60 dB down. Audio output is 2 watts with less than 10% distortion. Current drain on receive: squelched, 250 mA; unsquelched, 480 mA.

The transmitter has ±5 kHz deviation for 100% modulation at 1 kHz and includes instantaneous automatic deviation limiting. Transmitter audio response is +1 dB to -3 dB from 300 to 3000 Hz. Tuning range is 144 to 148 MHz.

The Simpson Model A comes complete with mounting cradle and press-to-talk microphone with coil cord. Simpson furnishes crystals for operation on 146.34/146.94 and 146.94/146.94 MHz. The Simpson Model A is priced at $249, including four crystals. For more information write to Simpson Electronics Inc., 2295 Northwest 14th Street, Miami, Florida 33125, or use check-off on page 94.
Motorola's recently introduced line of low-cost functional circuits now totals twenty devices. Included are flip-flops, voltage regulators, general purpose and audio amplifiers and an electronic attenuator.

Functional circuits provide common circuit functions where discrete transistors cannot economically be used. These are generally circuits where matching or balance or component density can better be achieved on a single chip, and include complex digital and linear functions such as multipliers and demodulators.

Functional Circuits are supplied in new, low-profile, plastic packages specially designed to use minimum printed circuit board area yet maximize pin spacing for easy, reliable soldering. The twenty functional circuits are listed below:

For further information, write to Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., Post Office Box 20924, Phoenix, Arizona 85036, or use check-off on page 94.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>device number</th>
<th>price (1-9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>audio outputs</td>
<td>.25 W out audio</td>
<td>MFC4000A</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio drivers</td>
<td>1.0 W out audio w/preamp</td>
<td>MFC6070</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 W out audio w/preamp</td>
<td>MFC8010</td>
<td>$2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.0 W out audio w/preamp</td>
<td>MFC9000</td>
<td>$4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0 W out audio w/preamp</td>
<td>MFC9010</td>
<td>$3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0 W out audio w/preamp</td>
<td>MFC9020</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio drivers</td>
<td>class-A driver</td>
<td>MFC4050</td>
<td>$1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>class-B driver</td>
<td>MFC8020</td>
<td>$2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general purpose amplifiers</td>
<td>wideband gain block</td>
<td>MFC4010A</td>
<td>$1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fm i-f differential amplifier</td>
<td>MFC6010</td>
<td>$1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flexible differential amplifier</td>
<td>MFC8030</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low noise preamp</td>
<td>MFC8040</td>
<td>$2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digital amplifiers</td>
<td>single-toggle flip-flop</td>
<td>MFC4040</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>double-toggle flip-flop</td>
<td>MFC6020</td>
<td>$2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>double-toggle flip-flop w/ &amp; reset</td>
<td>MFC6050</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J-K flip-flop</td>
<td>MFC8050</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voltage regulators</td>
<td>8-30 V regulator 1 W, 200 mA</td>
<td>MFC4060</td>
<td>$1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-30 V regulator 1 W, 200 mA</td>
<td>MFC6030</td>
<td>$2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-30 V regulator 2.5 W, 200 mA w/current regulator</td>
<td>MFC9030</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control circuit</td>
<td>electronic attenuator</td>
<td>MFC6040</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vhf fm catalog

The recently published 1971 catalog from Gregory Electronics features a complete listing of equipment for the vhf fm operator including General Electric Progress, Pre-Progress and Pacers; Motorola Mobile units, Motrac, Motorcycle Dispatcher, etc; as well as commercial equipment manufactured by Dumont, RCA and Bendix. Gregory Electronics has a wide stock of fm equipment in stock, including gear for low-band (30 to 50 MHz) mobile and base stations, high-band (150-174 MHz) mobile and base stations and uhf (450 to 470 MHz) mobile and base stations, plus remote controls and various parts and accessories. For the serious vhf fm operator the new 1971 Gregory Catalog represents one of the most complete listings of vhf fm equipment, with descriptions, available to the amateur. For your copy, write to Gregory Electronics Corporation, 249 Route 46, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662, or use check-off on page 94.

motrac tone kit

The addition of sub-audible continuous-tone squelch to Motorola Motrac radios has been made easy by the new Alpha MK-21 Motrac tone mounting kit. The MK-21 makes possible rapid conversion of previously non-toned Motrac radio units, a heretofore difficult problem. Radio systems employing so called "NON PL" Motracs can be updated and made more efficient, relieving the user from listening to co-channel congestion. Because the Alpha tone unit is completely compatible with existing "Private Line," "Channel Guard," "Quiet Channel" and other sub-audible tone devices, the non-tone Motrac can be put into service in existing toned systems, thus extending the useful life of these fine radios. Also available from Alpha is an optional two-frequency tone unit that allows for selective control of repeaters, base stations, etc. The MK-21 uses the plug in the ST85H encoder or the SS80H encoder/decoder. Simple step-by-step installation instructions are provided, and a wide range of EIA tone frequencies is available.

For information write to Alpha Electronic Services Inc., 8431 Monroe Avenue, Stanton, California 90680 or use check-off on page 94.

uhf quadrature coupler

Multiple-device combining, transmission continuity and mismatch isolation are three major performance advantages afforded by the Motorola MIC5830-31, 3-dB quadrature coupler.

Mismatching of transmitter ports, for example, is reported no longer a problem because the application of a reflected signal at either of the output ports results in signals at the input port attenuated by 20 dB. Insertion loss is as low as 0.25 dB maximum, affording greater output power; phase balance is ±1.5° maximum, furnishing smaller combining losses and less distortion.

Efficiency in higher frequency designs, such as broadband military and ECM equipment is also heightened through elimination of power-robbing, load-balancing passive components which constrict bandwidth. Usable frequency capability ranges from 225 to 400 MHz and 450 to 512 MHz.

The stripline, broadside devices are constructed from Teflon fiberglass board and sealed with a low loss, low dielectric compound. Small size is achieved by meandering the coupled lines.

For complete specifications write to Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 85036, or use check-off on page 94.
Weighing only 15 pounds, the Swan TB-2 tri-band beam is a real giant killer. With the TB-2 at $69 on a TV type rotator for $30, and a $15 telescopic TV mast, you can easily get the TB-2 60 to 70 feet off the ground. At that height it will outperform 3 or 4 element beams at a lesser height. If you prefer, you can call your local TV shop and they'll put the whole thing up for you at an approximate charge of $30 to $40.

Of course we also manufacture 3 and 4 element beam antennas. If you can mount these on a 60 to 70 foot tower with a more costly heavy duty rotator, then by all means this is the ideal arrangement.

But if your choice is between putting a 3 or 4 element beam on a 30 or 40 foot tower, or the 2 element model at 60 to 70 foot, from a standpoint of dollar value, we recommend the TB-2… it's a giant killer.

It may sound odd for us to be talking you out of buying our more expensive models, but Swan has always been known for giving the radio ham more value for his dollar. In this case, the TB-2 on an inexpensive telescopic TV mast and rotator is a remarkable value.
hep functional circuits

The new series of Motorola HEP audio functional integrated circuits is designed to provide a complete audio system for experimenter projects. The HEP functional circuits are available in three power output levels: HEP type C6004 provides 1 watt of audio and is priced at $2.60; type C6005 provides a minimum of 2 watts and is priced at $4.35; the 4-watt HEP C6006 sells for $5.60. All these units are high-gain devices, include a preamplifier, and will provide full-rated output with an input signal in the 10-to-15-mB range. The circuit can be used with 4-, 8- or 16-ohm speakers. A mail-order source for Motorola HEP devices is Circuit Specialists Company, Box 3047, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257. For more information, use check-off on page 94.

ampress speech processor

The C. E. Cox Company has introduced its new solid-state Ampress speech processor, a high-performance low-cost unit designed to increase talk power and improve speech quality. The Ampress is not a speech clipper, but a variable-gain preamplifier that uses controlled negative-feedback to produce a constant output level automatically. The circuit operates with very fast attack time to accommodate transients. In addition, the Ampress incorporates a "speech enhancement" feature which amplifies voice signals selectively, with frequency response controlled by the compression function. The result is a crisp penetrating signal with carefully exaggerated speech harmonics and high-frequency components to punch through heavy QRM.

The Ampress will work with all amateur rigs, a-m, fm and ssb, and comes in two attractive models: the CCA-1 which operates on three pen-light cells, or the CCA-1R which operates on three rechargeable cells and has an internal current regulator and external ac adapter/charger. The price of the CCA-1 is $29.95; the CCA-1R is $39.95. For more information, write to the C. E. Cox Company, 2415 Broadway, Santa Ana, California 92707, or use check-off on page 94.

understanding solid-state circuits

This new book by Norman Crowhurst presents all the information one might need to become acquainted with practical solid-state circuits. The author has cut away all the unnecessary verbiage on semiconductor theory and gotten right down to the circuits themselves. First there's a brief discussion of the various types of semiconductors and their operating modes; then comes a thorough but practical discussion of linear amplification. The author covers dc and ac feedback, current gain, controlling current and voltage gain, phase inversion and deals with typical everyday circuits.

The next chapter covers power amplification using single and push-pull stages, complementary symmetry and protection circuits. Then comes a thorough treatment of feedback and its applications, fet stabilization, high-frequency losses, equalization, rolloff and filter alignment. Sinusoidal oscillators and function generators are also covered in detail. Other subjects included in this helpful book are gain-controlled amplification, limiting and compression, expansion, attenuators, logic and integrated circuits. 192 pages. Over 150 illustrations. $7.95 ($4.95 paperbound) from Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania 17214, or use check-off on page 94.
for the experimenter!

INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS
OSCILLATOR • RF MIXER • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER

1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) $3.50

2. SAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) $3.50

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF POWER AMP
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz. $3.75

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur. $3.75

5. OX OSCILLATOR
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz, Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz. (Specify when ordering) $2.95

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ±02% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency) $3.95

for the commercial user
INTERNATIONAL PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders. Crystals for use in military equipment can be supplied to meet specifications MIL-C-3098E.

CRYSTAL TYPES:
(GP) for "General Purpose" applications
(CS) for "Commercial Standard"
(HA) for "High Accuracy" close temperature tolerance requirements.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. 152 • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
two-meter transceiver

The new solid-state Comcraft CTR-144 two-meter transceiver combines all the most desirable features possible into a small portable unit. The double-conversion receiver has crystal-controlled first conversion for maximum stability; mosfets are used in the rf amplifier and mixer stages. Noise figure of the receiver is 4 dB. A three-pole Butterworth filter in the front end provides more than 80-dB image rejection, eliminating interference from the aircraft band. An automatic noise limiter and adjustable squelch are built in. I-f bandwidth is 18 kHz.

The transmitter frequency may be controlled by crystal or by the built-in vfo; the crystal oscillator uses standard 8-MHz crystals. The CTR-144 vfo operates at 7 to 9 MHz; vfo output is mixed with 65 MHz to produce 72 MHz output — this is doubled to 144 MHz. Receiver and transmitter vfo tuning are completely separate.

The only transmitter adjustments needed are output tuning and load; a front-panel switch provides selection of either a-m or fm. Power input is 12 watts; power output, 6 watts. The CTR-144 may be operated on its internal 117 Vac power supply, or any 12- to 18-volt dc source capable of 2 amps (the receiver requires only 100 mA). An optional clip-on rechargeable battery pack permits portable operation.

The baked-on epoxy finish of the Comcraft CTR-144 resists scratching and other marring. The panel is brushed aluminum with lettering permanently anodized in. The circuit boards are military-style glass-epoxy types with solder-plated terminals. The CTR-144 is priced at $389.95, including a crystal for 146.94 MHz. For more information, write to Comcraft Company, Post Office Box 266, Goleta, California 93017, or use check-off on page 94.

foreign language QSOs

The use of foreign languages by American amateurs is increasing rapidly. The primary motivation is probably the pleasure afforded by exchanging greetings with a foreign operator in his native language. Europeans have always used amateur radio as an effective means for practicing English, and, now that ssb has made voice contacts so easy, language partners are available who wish to learn English and are willing to trade German, Spanish, French, etc., for practice in English. For the ham with language training or interest, Foreign Language QSOs add a new dimension and a satisfying proficiency to his hobby.

The Foreign Language QSO tapes have several advantages: genuine ham jargon is used throughout; the tapes are prepared by native hams who know the right phrases actually used. The Armed Forces method of language teaching is imitated; you advance through dialogue and questions and answers, thereby increasing your vocabulary and grammatical ability. Also, sufficient material is provided to challenge the person who already has studied a foreign language and wants to sharpen his abilities, especially for amateur radio use. In addition, a complete English translation of all text, and basic information about the structure of the target language is provided.

Foreign Language QSOs are available in tapes or cassettes, English-Spanish or English-German. For more information, write to Foreign Language QSOs, Post Office Box 53, Acton, Massachusetts 01720, or use check-off on page 94.
get the picture!

Shown above is an actual size, unretouched photo of the picture image taken from the Robot Model 70 Slow Scan Television monitor, as it was transmitted by the Robot Model 80 Slow Scan Television Camera.

ROBOT

ROBOT RESEARCH INC.
7591 Convoy Court
San Diego, California 92111
Phone 714-279-9430

Write for our free brochure on SSTV and the Robot camera and monitor

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
A New Magazine?

Not really. New in the U.S.A. perhaps, but very well known in Great Britain and now being offered to you here.

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR is almost exclusively construction material. Clearly written, concise articles give you full details on:

- Audio Construction Projects
- Receiver Construction Projects
- Transmitter Construction Projects
- Test Equipment Projects
- Radio Control Projects
... and much more

Try a subscription to this interesting magazine, we are sure that you will not be disappointed.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION — $6.50

Write
RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
Greenville, N. H. 03048

Name ..................................................
Address ................................................
City ........................................ State ........
Zip .......................................................

omnidirectional fm antenna

The Avanti ARD-257 is a completely new design in vertical omnidirectional 2-meter fm antennas for ham use. The patented tapered skirt configuration produces 4.17 dB gain (measured over a 1/4-wave ground plane) plus a low angle of radiation that has proven effective in eliminating dead spots. The ARD-257 uses no coils or transformers so it will not detune or burn out and is unaffected by temperature and humidity. Small projected area provides easy mounting and reduces wind load and icing problems. The antenna comes complete with coax lead, mounting hardware and fiberglass mast current eliminator. In addition, other frequencies are available from 140-175 MHz for marine, business use, etc.

The bandwidth of the ARD-257 is specified at ±3.5 MHz; vswr is 1.5:1 or less. Nominal input impedance, 50 ohms; power handling capability, 1000 watts; length, 65 inches; weight, 3 pounds; wind survival, 120 miles per hour; price, $44.95. For more information, use check-off on page 94 or write to Avanti Research & Development, Inc., 33-35 West Fullerton Avenue, Addison, Illinois 60101.
NEW G&G CATALOG!

MILITARY ELECTRONICS

24 PAGES, crammed with Gov't Surplus Electronic Gear - the Biggest Bargain Book in America! It will pay for your copy - Refund your first order.

SEND 25c

BC-645 TRANSCEIVER 
15 tubes, 435 to 500 Mc. Easily adapted for 2-way voice or code on any Mobile, Television Experimental, and Citizens Bands. With tubes, less power supply in factory carton. BRAND NEW..... $16.95

TRANSMITTER has 4 tubes: WE-316A, 2-666, 777
RECEIVER has 11 tubes: 2-975, 4-786, 3-777
RECEIVER fits any 40 Megacycles
SIZE: 10-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 4-1/2". Shpg wt 25 lbs.

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER: BC-645 Transceiver, Dynamoscope and all accessories, including mounting, UHF Antenna Assemblies, control box, complete set of connectors and plugs. Brand New
...

HEADSET
Low impedance. With large earphones and cushioning. 4-ft cord and plug. Reg. $12.50. OUR SPECIAL PRICE... $2.95
Above headset without ear cushions... $1.95
High impedance adapter for above... 99c

SC-274-7. ARC-5 COMMAND SET HQ.
Freq. Band: Used: BRAND NEW
10-300 Kc. $14.95 $17.95 $21.50
100-200 Kc. $18.95 $21.50 $27.95
TELEPHONE HANDSET, W.E., type...
LIKE NEW... $2.95

TC-344 CODE KEYER
self-contained, automatic, reproduces code signals from paper tape. 5 to 12 WPM. Built-in speaker. Brand new with tech manual, backup reel and AC line cord...
...

BC-1206-C RECIEVER
Airplane Beacon Receiver 200 to 400 Kc. Operates from 24V DC 1.5A. Continuous tuning, vol control, on/off switch and phone jack. Very sensitive, Compact. Complete with tubes, NEW...
...

BC-604 FM TRANSMITTER
20 to 27.9 Mc. Output approx. 30 watts. 10 crystal controlled channels. Complete with tubes, NEW...
...

ARC-822 540 to 1600 Kc Receiver with tuning graph...
...

EE-8 SIGNAL CORPS FIELD PHONES...
...

T-30 THROAT MICROPHONE, NEW...
...

BC-605 INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER, NEW...
...

TELEPHONE HANDSET, W.E., type...
LIKE NEW...

SC-552 TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER, with tubes. LIKE NEW...

BC-624 RECEIVER 100-156 Mc, with tubes, exc. used...
...

BC-625 TRANSMITTER 100-156 Mc, with tubes, exc. used...
...

RAY-3 NAVY RECEIVER high freq. AM, like new...
...

FULL WAVE SILENIA RECTIFIER 110V 150 Ma, New...
...

AM-300/AIC PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER
4 tube PP power amplifier with dynamoscope, works on 28 VDC. Automatic gain control.
...

BC-733 RECEIVER
Receives radio signals being transmitted by US satellite on approx. 108 Mc. AM, crystal-controlled on 6 preset freq. in 108.3 to 110.2 Mc range. Operates on 12/24 V DC & 220 VDC 60 Mc. Complete with tubes. Can be converted to FM Receiver...
...

T-41 / APS - 18 TRANSMITTER
ANTENNA UNIT designed for 115 V 800 to 1400 cps. Tubes included are two 15E and one 15R. Complete with shock mounts and blower motor. $9.50

BC-223AX TRANSMITTER
25 Watt, CW, MCW, Voice, Crystal controlled on 4 pre-selected channels, range 2000 to 5200 Kc by use of 3 plug units, included. Complete.
BARND NEW...
...

APN-1 FM TRANSMITTER
400-450 Mc, Freq-modulated by moving coil transducer. Easily converted for radio control or 70 cm. Complete with 14 tubes, dyn. BRAND NEW...
...

AM-26/AIC PHASE INVERTER AMP.
LIKE NEW...
...

DUAL AMPLIFIER
has two input circuits each feeding a single 6SN7GT twin triode amplifier.
...

T-bug TELEGRAPH SET...
...

CARTER GENEMOTOR
...

CARTER MAGMOMotor
Input 6 VDC 3.6 Amps. Output 250 VDC 0.30 Amp.
...

DM-34 DYNAMOTOR
Input 14 VDC 2.8 Amps. Output 220 VDC 60 Ma. Size 3" x 4-1/2" x 4-1/4. Wt. 5 lbs. BRAND NEW...
...

TS-126/AP RANGE CALIBRATOR TEST
SCOPE Top quality 2" scope with all positioning, focus, gain and intensity controls.
...

TELEPHONE TYPE RELAY
Made by T. H. Bumell, has adjustable sensitivity. 150 ohm coil. BRAND NEW...
...

WILLARD 2-VOLT STORAGE BATTERY
Rated at 20 Amp.-Hours. Model 20-2. Rechargeable. Compact nonspill construction. Lightweight polystyrene container. 34" x 1/2". Shipped dry, uses standard electrolyte. Shipping Weight 3 lbs. EACH...

TERMS: 25% Deposit with order, balance C.O.D. or - Remittance in full. Minimum order $50. F.O.B. N.Y.C. Subject to prior sale and price change.

G & G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY
45-47 Warren St. (2nd Fl) New York, N.Y. 10007 Ph. 212-267-4605

july 1971
THE most versatile keyer available. Send for full details on the HAL 311BC and the complete line of HAL electronic keyers. There is a model to fit your requirement and budget from $16.50 to $53.00. Shipping extra. Available in kit form for even greater value.

**HAL 311BC ELECTRONIC KEYER**
$53.00

**HAL TOUCHCODER II KIT**
$55.00

**HAL TOUCHCODER II KIT** $55.00
Complete parts kit, excluding keyboard, for the W4UX CW code typers. All circuitry on one 3 x 6" G10 glass PC board. Plug-in IC sockets. Optional contest ID and RTTY features available. New keyboard under development.

**HAL DIP BREADBOARD CARD**
Drilled G10 glass PC board accepts 6 16 pin DIP IC’s in plug-in sockets. Each IC pin fanned out to two pads. Plugs into standard 22 pin edge connector (.156" finger spacing). $5.50

**DOUBLE BALANCED MODULATOR KIT**
For the DMB in March 1970 Ham Radio 7/8 x 2" drilled G10 glass PC board 4 HP-2800 hot carrier diodes matched by HAL. 2 Indiana General CF102-Q1 toroids. Wire and instructions included. $6.50

**HAL 25KHz MARKER GENERATOR**
Generates 50 KHz or 25KHz markers from 100 KHz oscillator (not supplied) Drilled 1 x 2" G10 glass PC board Strong markers to 148 MHz. Divides any signal up to 2MHz by 2 or 4. $4.25 kit form.

**HAL MAINLINE ST-6 RTTY TU**
Complete parts kit for the W6FFC ST-6 now includes all parts except cabinet. Only 7 HAL circuit boards (drilled G10 glass) for all features. Plug-in IC sockets. Custom transformer by Thordarson for both supplies, 115/230V, 50-60Hz. $135.00 kit. Wired units available. Shipping extra. Write for full details.

**HAL RT-1 TU/AFSK KIT**
$51.50

**HAL MAINLINE ST-5 RTTY TU**
ST-5 kit now includes drilled G10 glass boards, custom Thordarson transformer, meter and metering components. Boards accept both round and DIP 709 IC's. $50.00. Less boards, meter & meter components $37.50. Board only $6.00. Shipping extra.

**HAL MAINLINE AK-1 AFSK OSC**
HAL now offers a parts kit for the AK-1 AFSK osc. Drilled G10 glass PC board plugs into 12 pin edge connector for compatibility with the HAL ST-6, or for ease of use alone. Requires 12vdc. $27.50. Board only $4.00. Shipping extra.

**HAL ID-1 REPEATER IDENTIFIER**
TTL logic. Power line frequency counter for 3 minute or less timing and control. Easily reprogrammable diode ROM uses only 27 diodes (depending on call) to send DE "any call". Low impedance audio with volume and tone control. All circuitry including PS on small G10 glass PC board. Write for full details....... $75.00 Wired.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**
Postage is not included in the prices of HAL products. Please add 75¢ on small parts orders, and $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping is via UPS when possible, and via insured parcel post otherwise. Please give a street address. Catalog of all items 24¢ postage.

**HAL DIP BREADBOARD CARD**
Drilled G10 glass PC board accepts 6 16 pin DIP IC's in plug-in sockets. Each IC pin fanned out to two pads. Plugs into standard 22 pin edge connector (.156" finger spacing). $5.50

**HAL TOUCHCODER II KIT**
$55.00

**HAL DIP BREADBOARD CARD**
Drilled G10 glass PC board accepts 6 16 pin DIP IC’s in plug-in sockets. Each IC pin fanned out to two pads. Plugs into standard 22 pin edge connector (.156" finger spacing). $5.50

**HAL MAINLINE AK-1 AFSK OSC**
HAL now offers a parts kit for the AK-1 AFSK osc. Drilled G10 glass PC board plugs into 12 pin edge connector for compatibility with the HAL ST-6, or for ease of use alone. Requires 12vdc. $27.50. Board only $4.00. Shipping extra.

**HAL ID-1 REPEATER IDENTIFIER**
TTL logic. Power line frequency counter for 3 minute or less timing and control. Easily reprogrammable diode ROM uses only 27 diodes (depending on call) to send DE "any call". Low impedance audio with volume and tone control. All circuitry including PS on small G10 glass PC board. Write for full details....... $75.00 Wired.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**
Postage is not included in the prices of HAL products. Please add 75¢ on small parts orders, and $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping is via UPS when possible, and via insured parcel post otherwise. Please give a street address. Catalog of all items 24¢ postage.
Flea Market

- **RATES** Commercial Ads 25¢ per word; non-commercial ads 10¢ per word payable in advance. No cash discounts or agency commissions allowed.

- **COPY** No special layout or arrangement available. Material should be typewritten or clearly printed and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio can not check out each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue. Deadline is 15th of second preceding month.

- **SEND MATERIAL TO:** Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048.

---


**WARREN ARA 14th HAMFEST - Still the friendliest.** Sunday, August 22, new site: Yankee Lake, on Ohio Rt. 7, five miles north 1-80. Picnic, swimming, playground. Prizes, giant free flea market, displays. For details & map, send card: Hamfest, Box 809, Warren, Ohio 44480.

**FOR SALE:** DRAKE 2B, 2BQ, 2AC. $150.00. Motorola 2m fm 140D 60 watt transceiver with HB base power supply, $90.00. Wanted: Gonset 3063.2 meter amp. L. Martin, WA1HDW, 10 Buzzards Bay Avenue, Woods Hole, Mass. 02543.

**OSCILLOSCOPE, 3", Military OS-34/USM-32.** Compact modern styling, 4 MHz Vertical Bandwidth, 10-200.00 usec Sweep Time, Time Marker Generator and Voltage Calibrator are some of its features, $95.00. Other scopes from $45.00 to $500.00. James R. Walter, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, California 94915.

**TOROIDS 44 and 88 mhz.** Unpotted, 5 for $1.50 ppc. W. Weinschenker, Box 353, Irwin, Pa. 15642.


**DRAKE R-48, 2-NT, MS-4, 17 novice crystals.** About 100 hours novice use $485.00. F. Ross, 1500 Gondar Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90815.

**UNUSUAL RECEIVER VALUES:** Collins 75SI $295; Collins 755S $395; Hammarlund HQ170 $195; Hammond 90170A/VHF $130; Hammarlund HQ 180AC $299; National NC300 $119; Many more. Get Complete Listing. Stan Burghardt, W0IT, Box 73H, Watertown, S. D. 57201.

**AUDIO FILTERS:** Knock down that background noise. KOJO SSB, AM, and CW filters do the job. Write for free brochure and see how serious DX bugs hear DX now. KOJO, Box 3447, 741 E. High- land Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

**HAMFEST:** Indiana Radio Club Council's annual picnic Sunday, July 11th, LaPorte County Fairgrounds, LaPorte, Indiana. Large Flea Market with reserved locations available for large exhibitors and vendors and the midway and the midway and the midway and the midway will be held. Mobile FM Clinic. Prizes. Tech Sessions. For flyer, write: Dave Osborn, K9BPV, P. O. Box 272, LaPorte, Indiana 46350.

**SURPLUS CRYSTALS BLANKS:** Range 4100-6800 kHz, 7200-8600 kHz. Assorted frequency selection. 30/$1. Nat Stetinette Electronics, Umatilla, FL 32784.

**MECHANICAL FILTERS:** 455 Khz. 2.1 MHz $18.95. 300 Hz $229.50. J. A. Fredricks, 314 South 13th Ave., Yakima, Washington 98902.

**THE CALGARY AMATEUR RADIO Association announces that it will operate station VEGNQ from the grounds of the Calgary Stampede from July 8-17, 1971 inclusive.** The schedule calls for operation from 1900 to 0500 GMT daily. Pre- warded band is 80 long and 40 MHz. Frequencies shall be used at any time. Operating frequencies will be near or at 3.560, 3.780, 3.825, 3.940, 7.020, 7.190, 7.225, 7.270, 14.060, 14.150, 14.250, 14.336, 21.060, 21.240, 21.300, 28.060, 28.500, 28.600 MHz. Several transmitters will be operated simultaneously, callsigns will be accommodated. A special QSL card will be sent to all contacts. A QSO with VEGNQ during this period will count towards the International DX contest for amateurs working for their Calgary Stampede Certificate. Calgary Amateur Radio Association, Box 592, Calgary 2, Alberta.

**OLD TIME RADIO SHOWS.** SASE. Box 724, Redmond, Washington 98052.

**CINCY STAG HAMFEST:** The 34th Annual Stag Hamfest will be held on September 25th at Speaker's Grove, Cincinnati, Ohio. Door prizes each hour, raffle, lots of food, flea market, model aircraft flying, and contests. Identify Mr. Hamfest and win prize. $5.00 cost covers everything. For further details contact, John Bruning, WBDSR, 6307 Fairhurst Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45213.

**BELIEVE IT OR NOT — The International Amateur Radio Society has clubs for every professional association.** Send $1.00 to IARS, 300 East 44th St., New York 17, N.Y. SASE. For full information. Modern Ham Radio, April 1971.

**CANADA AMATEUR RADIO**

**THE ZERO BEATER AMATEUR RADIO CLUB** has their annual Hamfest at the Washington, Mo. City Park on August 1st, starting at 10 a.m. Free Ham Gear Clinic. Door prizes. Contest. Prizes. Tech Sessions. For details contact, John Bruning, WBDSR, 6307 Fairhurst Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45213.

**CELEB THOR VI Mobile rig, complete with 416 DC supply and modulator.** Will include mobile mount. Squalo and coax, mike, speaker, etc., and spare new driver and final. $100.00 FOB. R. W. Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Massachusetts 02172.

**REALISTIC TRANSMITTER BARGAINS:** Johnson Valiants $89; Johnson Factory Wired Valiant with Johnson SSB Adapter $189; Many more. Get Complete Listing. Stan Burghardt, W0IT, Box 73H, Watertown, S. D. 57201.

**WORLD QSL BUREAU — see ad page 91.**

**OUTSTANDING SSB DEALS:** Drake T45X/R4B/AC4/MS4 $795; Galaxy III and DC Supply $189; Heath HW3 $379; HW3 $79; National NCX5-MKII/NCX $399; Many more. Get Complete Listing. Stan Burghardt, W0IT, Box 73H, Watertown, S. D. 57201.

**THE CHRISTIAN AMATEUR RADIO FELLOWSHIP** will have a station (K91GB/5) on the air at the North American Christian Convention at Dallas, TX July 6-9, 1971. Fred Basye is conducting a workshop July 8 at the convention entitled "Ham Radio — Keeping Touch Around The World."
Dear OM:

Be sure to stop at our display at EXPO 71 and see the following Dycomm products unveiled:

- 220 MHz Repeaters and Transverters
- Compact RF Sniffers
- Model 1010 Transceivers
- 100 Watt Power Boosters

Even more exciting is the fact that we will have a whole truckload of these exciting goodies in stock and ready for immediate sale.

Then, there is our complete line of power boosters including the new Super Brick Booster. If you have a hot HT it will give you up to 50 watts and typically 40 watts output for 2 watts input. We call this a Dycomm 500 ES and price it at only $99.95. It will take your Drake MLR-2 and give you at least 30 to 40 watts output.

What's the scoop on this 220 transverter? With a flip of a switch your existing 10 watt 2 meter transceiver becomes a 20 to 30 watt, 220 transceiver with simplex and duplex operation for any of the 220 MHz channels. See it demonstrated at EXPO 71 with companion repeaters inexpensively priced, all solid state.

See you there!

73,

Jim Penney, W4MRI
NEW — for 2M FM
Tone Burst Encoder for Reliable Repeater Access
- One, two or six frequency models
- Fully automatic operation
- Screwdriver adjustable from 1500-2600 Hz
- 12 VDC powered — no batteries
- MIL Spec design, construction and performance

Priced from $26.95
send QSL for spec sheet

NEW — for RTTY
Phase Locked Loop
Terminal Unit
- Copies shifts from 100 to 1000 Hz automatically
- Auto-track for drifting signals
- Enters “mark-hold” when signal fades
- Input tone range switchable to operate with SSB transceiver audio
- Autostart and selective call available

Write today for detailed specifications
See us at Radio Expo ’71

WCI
PO Box 17, Schaumburg, Ill. 60172

New 3 Digit Counter

- The model fm-36 3-digit frequency meter has the same features that have made the 2 digit model so popular with Hams — low price, small size (smaller than a QSL card), 35 MHz top frequency, simple connection to your transmitter, ±0.01 kHz readout — PLUS the added convenience of a third digit to provide a 6 digit capability. Kit or Assembled.
- Example: 28,649,800 Hz reads 28.6 MHz or 49.8 Khz. (Add the 10 Hz module to read 9.80.)
- A divide-by-ten prescaler is also available that operates up to 170 Mhz. Extend the range of any frequency counter — or use with the fm-36 for 6 meter or 2 meter use.

FM-36 KIT $134.50
FM-36 ASSEMBLED $164.50

Micro-Z Co.
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274
VHF COMMUNICATIONS is the only truly international publication devoted entirely to VHF and UHF amateur radio technology.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is written for and by amateurs interested in modern VHF/UHF technology and equipment construction. Each issue contains at least sixty pages of complete and carefully detailed construction articles on VHF and UHF receivers, transmitters, transverters, antennas and test equipment. Solid state devices and printed circuit techniques are used extensively in the designs featured in the magazine.

To facilitate home-construction of the equipment described, VHF COMMUNICATIONS makes available all special components such as p.c. boards, complex metal work, etc. Also offered are complete equipment kits. Thus, even those with limited fabrication and testing facilities will be able to duplicate the designs and attain the same high performance.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS also brings theoretical articles and reports on new technological developments of interest to the VHF/UHF amateur.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is published in February, May, August and November. It is mailed directly from West Germany. Subscriptions are by calendar year. $3.50 (U.S.) for surface mail, $4.50 for air mail delivery. Single issues and back issues are $1.10 each. A sampled copy of the November 1970 issue is available for $0.50.

Why not send us your subscription now?

Write to:

VHF COMMUNICATIONS
BOX 283
FORESTDALE, MASSACHUSETTS 02644

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is written for and by amateurs interested in modern VHF/UHF technology and equipment construction. Each issue contains at least sixty pages of complete and carefully detailed construction articles on VHF and UHF receivers, transmitters, transverters, antennas and test equipment. Solid state devices and printed circuit techniques are used extensively in the designs featured in the magazine.

To facilitate home-construction of the equipment described, VHF COMMUNICATIONS makes available all special components such as p.c. boards, complex metal work, etc. Also offered are complete equipment kits. Thus, even those with limited fabrication and testing facilities will be able to duplicate the designs and attain the same high performance.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS also brings theoretical articles and reports on new technological developments of interest to the VHF/UHF amateur.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is published in February, May, August and November. It is mailed directly from West Germany. Subscriptions are by calendar year, $3.50 (U.S.) for surface mail, $4.50 for air mail delivery. Single issues and back issues are $1.10 each. A sampled copy of the November 1970 issue is available for $0.50.

Why not send us your subscription now?
WANT TO BUY Transceiver with matching AC power. Also Drake T-4XB and R-4B or what have you that is clean and priced right? Richard Schark, 417 North Ferry, Ottumwa, Iowa 52550.


2N492 UNIJUNCTION 65V, 600MW. New guaranteed 4/$3.00. 2N3638 Transistor 25V, 300MW. 100MHZ. New 10/$1.80, 50/$8.00. FREE CATALOG. R. W. Electronics, 4005 West Belmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60641.

WANT Schematic or Manual for Lavoie 259 Scope Military Part No. 0s-73/MPM-38. Barber, Box 3872, Nites (615) 384-5643, Days (615) 384-5573.

THE 8TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL HAM FEST will be held on 10 and 11 July, 1971 at the International Peace Gardens located at Dunseith, North Dakota.


NEW SIGNOnE, CX7, unopened carton, warranty, latest model. Sell/trade, want Collins, Drake. Don Papinch, Box 455, Belgrade, MT 59714. 37172, Nites (615) 384-5643, Days (615) 384-5573.

ACTION TRADER: The Action Trader can sell your Ham, CB, HI-FI & Misc. Electronic gear without emptying your wallet. Write for free issue or send $2.00 for Eight. Action Trader, P. O. Box 27315, Columbus, Ohio 43227.

JOHNSON 6N2 Transmitter plus new spare final $65. WA9SP5A, 5253 S. Luna, Chicago, Ill. 60638.

"DON AND BOB" guaranteed new buys. Monarch KW SWR relative power duometer antenna bridge 14.95, post handling 1.50; Swap 1011 demo 399.95; Ham-M 99.00; TR44 99.55; AR22R 29.95; Anstel PL235/SO239 3.95/10; B&W 650 dummy load wattmeter 49.95; SKW load 49.95; Tri-Ex W5 339.00 collect; MW50 229.00 collect; Hy-Q 9.00; Motorola HEP170 epoxy diode 2.5A/1000 PIV 39.6; 6LQ6 3.50; Cetron 572B 12.95; Model 15 teletype 50.00; 19 75.00; TD 25.00; reperf. 50.00; Polyquad RG22B/2/1 10/ft.; #14 antenna wire 1.95/100 ft.; quotes SPR4, GT550, TH6DXX, CL33, CL36. Prices FOB Houston, service guaranteed. Mastercharge, American Express, BAC, Madison Electronics, 1508 McKinney, Houston, Texas 77002 (713) 224-2668.

YOU ALL COME TO International Independent County Hunters Convention in Kansas City, July 2, 3, 4, 1971. SASE to WA6SHE for information.

MANY USED RADIO AND ELECTRONIC BOOKS for sale. Send SASE for list. James Fred, Cutler, Indiana 46920.

"MOODY ELECTRONICS COMPANY" wants your business! Write or call "HASS TRADER" ED MOORY for the best deal on new or used equipment! As a Quality Authorized Dealer, we stock new Drake, Hy-Gain, Galaxy, National, Varitronics, Regency, Mosley, Gosnet, CDR, and others: NEW EQUIPMENT: Galaud 3200, $395.00; New Rohr 50 Ft. Foldover Tower Prepaid, $219.00; 18-AVO Vertical, $49.95; USED EQUIPMENT: TR-4, $425.00; TR-XB, $364.00; TR-B, $349.00; RVR-3 VHF, $159.00; Rankin, $125.00; SB-101, $325.00; HT-37, $185.00; Mosley Lancer ML-10C Mobile Antenna, $39.00. Package Prices. Try us. Moody Electronics Co., P. O. Box 506, DeWitt, Arkansas 72420. Phone (501) 946-2820.

GE POCKET MATE HT .34/76 $185; GE Voice Commander HT less Nicads .34/76 $85; GE 9 Watt Pre-prog. .34/76/94.94 $55; Dunton 10 Watt .34/76/94/94 with transformer option $55. GE 25 Watt Pre-prog 2 channel $65. W6VMZ, 20088 Center Ridge, Cleveland, Ohio 44116.

2 METER FM, Hartman 1500 series base and Hartman 1500 series 12 VDC mobile transceivers in good working condition, 15 watts output. Just removed from service. Complete service manuals and remote position only $125 for both. W1D1H, Box 185, Amherst, N. H. 03031. Phone 603-673-4885.

FIRE & BURGLAR ALARMS 1971 Handbook & Catalog Save Hundreds of Dollars Professional equipment from famous manufacturers. Easy step by step illustrated instructions, no special tools required. Save up to 75%. This handbook is a must for every home owner and business man. Just $1 cash, check or M.O.

Write W1JFT

ALARM COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS 33 NEW HAVEN AVE., DEPT. HR MILFORD, CONN. 06460

DELUXE SPACE/ONE RTTY DEMODULATOR

Complety Solid State featuring the latest integrated circuitry Choice of AM or FM operation Combined with capacity to receive both AM or FM operation Easily and correctly paired and locked for operation with Teletype ASR-33A's or B's. Auto start - Anti space - Regulated power supply - Modern desk type gray hammetone cabinet Many extra features and controls - 90 day warranty.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $250.00 FOB

OPTIONAL EXTRAS: J & J'S LOW DISTORTION HIGH OUTPUT AFSK GENERATOR AT AN ADDITIONAL COST OF $75.00.

J & J ELECTRONICS CANTERBURY, CONN.

ARIZONA SEMICONDUCTOR

7-SEGMENT INCANDESCENT READOUT:

- Bright, low current
- 5 volt operation
- May be driven directly by SN7427N
- 50,000 hour rating

INSTRUCTION INCLUDES $4.87

DECIDIGHT 7 Segment Block Counter Includes:

- 7 SEGMENT DIGI
- MODERN DRIVER
- SOLDER FREE CIRCUIT
- DECOR, DECENTER, DECIVERSE
- UNITS Included (4) SN7427, $6.59

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $8.50

POSTAGE PAID SPEC SHEETS INCLUDED FREE CATALOG HAS CIRCUITS AND NEW IDEAS FOR YOUR SENDS FOR YOUR TODAY

P.O. BOX 112, GOODYEAR, ARIZ. 85338

INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE on new surplus tubes. 50 ea. $74, 5Y3, 6H6, 6J5, 6K7, 6SA7, 657, 6SK7, 6578, 6V6.

ATT: DR. M. MOYES UNIT AM-871/FRC - 2 lbs. $15. This item worth 20 times our SPECIAL PRICE of $2.95 Pottting compound, synthetic rubber, dries in 6 hours. Kit includes stirring tools, dispensing tube, etc. 35¢ each Nickel cadmium battery 1.4 @ 7.5 AMP HR $3.95. Send 10¢ for catalogue. For the best deal on the surplus market...! WRITE BUSINESS TOows BOB-FRANK ELECTRONICS 407 Ritter Road, Harrisburg, Pa. 17109

ANNOUNCING:

More Details? CHECK-Off Page 94
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THE BEST

2 METER

CONVERTER

Model 407

$42.95

ppd.

144-146 MHz in. 28-30 MHz out
or 146-148 MHz with a second crystal
available for $5.95 each

A full description of this fantastic converter would
fill this page, but you can take our word for it
(or those of thousands of satisfied users) that it's
the best. The reason is simple - we use three
RCA dual gate MOSFETs, one bipolar, and 3
diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not con-
vinced? Then send for our free catalog and get
the full description, plus photos and even the
schematic.

Can't wait? Then send us a postal money order
for $42.95 and we'll rush the 407 out to you.

NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any
frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at
higher prices) as listed in our catalog.

VANGUARD LABS

Dept. R. 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423

GEM-QUAD FIBRE — GLASS

ANTENNA FOR 10, 15, and 20 METERS.

Two Elements $107.00

Extra Elements $60.00 ea.

Submit Payment with Order

Shipped Freight collect.

Price includes

Canadian Federal Sales Tax

or U.S. Customs Duty.

KIT COMPLETE WITH

* SPIDER

* ARMS

* WIRE

* BALUN KIT

* BOOM WHERE NEEDED

SEE OUR FULL PAGE IN MAY ISSUE

Buy two elements now — a third and fourth may
be added later with little effort.

Enjoy optimum forward gain on DX, with a
maximum back to front ratio and excellent side
discrimination.

Get a maximum structural strength with low
weight, using our "Tridetic" arms.

MANITOBA DESIGN INSTITUTE
AWARD WINNER

Structural Glass

Canadian Patent No. 794506

U.S. Patent No. 3532915

20 Burnett Avenue, Winnipeg 16, Manitoba, Canada

Radio Amateur

Callbook

Radio Amateur

Emblems engraved
with your call letters.

Charm

Call letters $6.00 Ea.


Tie Bar

Call letters $6.00 Ea.


All illustrations
are actual size.


Lapel Pin

Call letters $6.00 Ea.

Two or more emblems at the same time $5.00 each.

Rush Order To: RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK, Inc.

Dept. E. 925 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

WE PAY HIGHEST

PRICES FOR ELECTRON

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES

ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206

(201) 351-4200
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FOR THE CW MAN...!

The latest addition to our line: XL 10 M, a ten-pole 500 Hz filter with superb skirt selectivity. Near-Gaussian response to —6dB to eliminate the ringing effect. Built-in matching transformers eliminate the need for external inductors. By KVG of West Germany.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Number of Crystals: Ten
Center Frequency: 9.0 MHz
Bandwidth (~-6 dB): 500 Hz
Shape Factor: (6:60 dB) 2
Insertion Loss: 10 dB Max.
Ultimate Rejection: 80 dB Min.

Input/Output: 350/300 Ohms w. 30 pF
Size: 2 9/32" x 63/64" x 29/32"
Price: $59.95

Other 9 and 10.7 MHz crystal filters from $21.95, crystal discriminators from $14.95. Write for full specifications today!

SPECTRUM INTERNATIONAL
BOX 87 TOPSFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS 01983

SECOND CLASS TICKET

A FIRST STEP TO A CAREER IN ELECTRONICS
IF YOU'RE A HAM, A LITTLE EXTRA STUDY WILL DO IT.
DO IT NOW WITH NEW ENLARGED FOURTH EDITION

“SECOND-CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE HANDBOOK”
by Edward M. Noll — Answers to Latest FCC Study Guide Questions
Self-Test at End of Each Chapter, Plus 2 100-Question Experience Tests

Operator Exams Two-Way Radio
Transmission Characteristics
Two-Way Radio Services and Licensing
Test Equipment and Methods
Transmitter Tuning and Adjustment
Elements I and II — Basic Law and Operating Practice
Element III — Alternating and Direct Current
Element III — Tubes and Transistors
Element III — Power Sources
Element III — Amplifiers and Oscillators
Element III — Amplitude Modulation Systems
Element III — Frequency Modulation
Element III — Antennas and Lines
Test Equipment and Law Experience Tests
Appendices I thru V

PRICE $6.50 360 PAGES 5½ X 8½

TRIANGLE ANTENNAS
BOX 276 • WARRINGTON, PA. 18976

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
DO YOU NEED CASH? THEN WRITE ME GIVING LIST OF GOOD AMATEUR GEAR YOU WANT TO SELL: WE NEED GOOD NOVICE XMTRS., RECEIVERS, OR WHAT HAVE YOU: WANTED COLLINS EQUIP. KWM-2, "S LINE" LINEARS, ETC.

USED, GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE OR TRADE

COLLINS:
75A2 — VRY GUD COND. $199.00
75A4 — VRY GUD COND. $345.00
75A4 — (New PTO) EX. COND. $425.00

JOHNSON:
INVADER 200. Mint. $225.00

SWAN:
240-1TCU, Mint. $325.00

HICKOK:
Model 505A Scope. Exc. $95.00

We have more gear than we can list here. Write for up-to-date list and prices. New equip.: Galaxy, Swan, Drake, Regency, HR-2, Mosley, Hy-Gain, New-Tronics, Cush-Craft. We are also dist. for CB radios, new and used. Let us know your needs in amateur and CB equipment.

BOB'S DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS
720 N Hudson, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73102
(405) 232-1384

NEW! IC KEYER

Only $79.50 PPD USA

- Self completing dots and dashes.
- Dot memory for easy keying.
- Precision feather-touch key built-in.
- Sidetone oscillator and speaker built-in.
- Relay output keys 300-V @ 100-ma.
- Keyed time base. Instant start.
- 5-50 wpm. Perfect dot-dash ratio.
- Send QSL or postcard for free brochure.
NEED CRYSTALS?

We can supply crystals from 2KHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders.

SPECIALS

* Color TV crystal (3579.545KHz) wire leads $1.60 4 for $5.00
* 100 KHz frequency standard (HC13/U) 4.50
* 1000 KHz frequency standard (HC6/U) 4.50
* Any CB crystal, trans. or rec. (except synthesizer crystals) 2.50
* Any amateur band crystal in FT-243 holders (except 80-160 meters) 1.50 4 for $5.00
* 80 meter crystals in FT-243 holders 2.50

We have in stock over six million crystals which include types CR1A/AP, FT243, FT241, MC7, HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC18/U, etc. Send 10¢ for our 1970 catalog with oscillator circuits, listing thousands of frequencies in stock for immediate delivery. (Add 10¢ per crystal to above prices for shipment 1st class mail; 15¢ each for air mail.)

Special Quantity Prices to Jobbers and Dealers.
ORDER DIRECT with check or money order to
2400H Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

GET YOUR NEW ISSUES NOW!

Over 285,000 QTHs in the U.S. edition $8.95
Over 165,000 QTHs in the DX edition $6.95
NEW EDITION EVERY:
MARCH 1 — SEPT. 1
JUNE 1 — DEC. 1

These valuable EXTRA features included in both editions!

- QSL Managers Around the World!
- Census of Radio Amateurs throughout the world!
- Radio Amateurs’ License Class!
- World Prefix Map!
- International Radio Amateur Prefixes

See your favorite dealer or order direct (add 25¢ for mailing in U.S., Possessions & Canada, Elsewhere add 50¢).

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE!

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INC
Dept. E
925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044
I ask for QUALITY-CONTROLLED imports. Warranty is 2 years on parts, 6 exact Sensit. AN/USM-32: We are now the by signal, surplus . . . we double-conversion 540 KHz continuous to 54 MHz, plus shop, aligned, grtd 199% perfect, and clean. SP-600-JX, and 5438 at $595, both exc. cond:, and 661 psec Hz.

See our June ad for crystal control, if you wish, for your 6 most-favorite purchase if you wish . . . we will hold them at no charge real good buys we made. Start a Christmas Lay-Away PRICE

- 1508 McKINNEY — HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

(713) 224-2668

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
AGENTs REQUIRED

Companies with existing outlets in the field of Radio communication both commercial and amateur are invited to apply for:

MARKETING FRANCHISE FOR HANDLING OUR RANGE OF TELESCOPIC/TILT OVER TOWER IN THE UNITED STATES.

STRU memes ENGINEERING LTD.
Portland House
Coppice Side
Brownhills
Walsall
Staffs
England

TEST EQUIPMENT

TS-413/U SIGNAL GENERATOR, 75 kHz to 40 MHz in six bands, precise calibration from 1 MHz crystal oscillator, has % modulation meter, CW or AM 400/1000 CPS, variable 0.5 to 5 MHz and RF level meter 0 to 1.0 V, ideal for amateur, marine, aircraft, hobbyist for IF and receiver alignment. $89.50

H.P. 525A PLUG-IN frequency converter for 524B, C, D, E, 0 to 300 MHz and North-western. Can be adapted to other makes, range 10 MHz to 100 MHz $69.50

BALLANTINE MODEL 300 AC voltmeter, range 1 MW to 100V in 5 ranges, 10E to 10AC, ideal for audio work. $29.50

COLLINS 478A-1 Zifor, FAA approved to check Omni Signal Generators. $185.00

SG-299/U SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR, a wide range 1 Hz to 1 MHz continuous coverage, used with any oscilloscope to determine the frequency response and phase shift characteristics of video and audio amplifiers, amplifier gain measurements can also be made. Military version of the H.P. 211A. $39.50

TS-175/U FREQUENCY METER, 85 to 1000 MHz, 0.05%, 20MW to 2V sens, 10SV, $478A-1. $50.00

TS-382/U AUDIO OSCILLATOR, 0 to 200 kHz with 60 and 400 cycle frequency meter check points. One of the best. $79.50

URM-91 FIELD STRENGTH METER, receiver range 18 to 125 MHz, complete with antenna and power supply, ideal for antenna measurement and development work. $95.00

TS-505/U MULTIMETER, AC/DC volts, ohms, complete with probes, in nice metal carrying case, late military type. $65.00

H.P. 460AR WIDE BAND AMPLIFIER, used to provide voltage gain to 20DB amplification of fast pulses at power levels sufficient to operate scalers, counting meters and cathode ray tubes. $39.50

H.P. 560AR DIGITAL RECORDER, prints 11 digit information at rates of 5 lines per second, records displays of frequency counters, time functions, digital to analog converter for strip chart recording, for monitoring and plotting tests and drifts. $245.00

All equipment excellent condition, F.O.B. Ellenton, Florida, satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Immediate shipment, write or phone 813-722-1843.

SLEP ELECTRONICS, INC.
Ellenton, Florida 33237

THE KNIGHT RAIDERS VHF CLUB
K2DEL
will be holding its
5th ANNUAL
HAMFEST and PICNIC
ON SUNDAY, AUGUST 15, 1971
WESTBROOK PARK, WEST MILFORD, N. J.
Gigantic Flea Market
Free Beer and Birch Beer
FM Display — Navy MARS Meeting
Talk-In 146.94 FM, 50.425, 145.71, ECARS
Swimming — Picnicking — Auction
Tickets: $2.00 in Advance $2.50 at Door

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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Now you don’t have to pay twice the price to get twice the rig.

Picture this pair in your shack. The Yaesu FLdx 400 transmitter and the FRdx 400 receiver. Loaded with power. Loaded with sensitivity. Loaded with features. Loaded with value. Read on, and discover how you can have the most up-to-date receiver-transmitter rig in the world... and at an unbelievably low price.

The FRdx 400 Receiver
Get a big ear on the world with complete amateur band coverage from 160 meters through 2 meters, including WWV and CB reception. Four mechanical filters do it—they provide CW, SSB, AM and FM selectivity. Separate AM-SSB-FM detectors are included, along with squelch and transmit monitor controls. Plus a noise limiter and a variable delay AGC. And a built-in notch filter with front panel adjust for notch depth.

The FRdx includes calibration markers at 100 KHz and 25 KHz, with accurate calibrator checks verified by WWV. A solid-state FET VFO for unshakable stability. And a direct-reading 1 KHz dial affords frequency read-out to less than 200 Hertz.

The FRdx 400 sells for $359.95.

The FLdx 400 Transmitter
Here’s how to set yourself up with dual receive, transceive or split VFO operation. The FLdx 400 with its companion receiver brings you the ultimate in operational flexibility. Flexibility like frequency spotting, VOX, break-in CW, SSB, AM and even an optional FSK circuit.

The completely self-contained FLdx 400 features a built-in power supply, fully adjustable VOX, a mechanical SSB filter, metered ALC, IC and PO. A completely solid-state FET VFO provides rock-solid frequency stability.

We rate the FLdx 400 very conservatively. That rating guarantees you 240 W PEP input SSB, 120 W CW and 75 W AM. The FSK option will go all day at a continuous 75 W. And you get full frequency coverage on all amateur bands—80 meters through 10 meters—with an optional provision for certain other bands that you can personally specify. For all that, you pay just $299.95.

FL2000 B Linear Amplifier.
Ideal companion to the Series 400, this hand-crafted linear is another example of Yaesu's unbeatable combination of high quality and low cost. Designed to operate at 1500 watts PEP SSB and 1000 watts CW, this unit provides superb regulation—achieved by a filter system with 28 UF effective capacity.

Other features include dual cooling fans (one for each tube), individual tuned input coils on each band for maximum efficiency and low distortion, and a final amplifier of the grounded grid type using two rugged carbon-plate 572 B tubes. Ready to operate at only $299.95.
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Here's just half a dozen reasons why the Yaesu FT-101 is the world's best portable rig.

Those six computer-type plug-in modules hold most of the FT-101's 10 FET's, 3 IC's, 31 silicon transistors and 38 silicon diodes. Being solid-state, they're built to give you years of superior performance. But if any one of them ever gives you trouble, you simply mail it back to us for a factory-new replacement module.

Not that you should expect trouble. What you should expect — and what you get — is the most sensational portable rig ever offered to the American amateur. With features like these: a built-in VOX, 25 KHz and 100 KHz calibrators, the WWV 10 MHz band, a high Q permeability tuned RF stage and a 5 KHz clarifier. And 260 W PEP, 180 W CW and 80 W AM. With 0.3 microvolts receiving sensitivity — for a 10 db signal-to-noise ratio.

Not to mention a built-in 12 VDC and 117 VAC power supply. Plus an in-motion necessity — a noise blanker that picks out noise spikes, leaving only clean noise-free signal copy behind.

The FT-101 is a thirty-pound package of DX punch, air-ready when you are, wherever you are. Just add an antenna, feed it 12 or 117 volts, and you're ready to work the world.

So sure are we of the FT-101's solid-state reliability, we guarantee it for one year from date of purchase. And we guarantee you that it will be a very good year... the first of many to come. The FT-101 — only $499.95.
For $450, you just can’t beat the Yaesu FTdx 560.

You can’t even beat it for $800.

How come the Yaesu is such a good deal?

First of all, it's made in Japan, where people do painstaking electronic assembly work for a lot less money than they do in the U.S. Secondly, it's probably the highest quality transceiver made anywhere in the world, regardless of cost.

Also we import the Yaesu and sell it direct to you, eliminating the usual dealer profit.

The Yaesu FTdx 560 is a fully assembled, fully guaranteed transceiver with 560 watts PEP of SSB power, 500 CW. Included in the selling price are many of the things you usually have to pay extra for. Like power supply, WWV, calibrators, VOX and the one-year warranty. And a lot more.

To see how much more you get with Yaesu, send for our new information packet. It includes things like a chart and photos that compare Yaesu and Yaesu workmanship with other transceivers, plus a complete schematic. Study this packet and you'll see right away how much more value there is in a Yaesu.
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EIMAC's new 8873 family covers the electromagnetic spectrum from DC to 500 MHz.

No need to compartmentalize your thinking when you contemplate EIMAC's new 8873 family of zero bias triodes. This tube for all seasons has three interesting configurations that allow you unprecedented design freedom: conduction cooling to heat sink (8873), axial cooling (8874) and transverse cooling (8875). Your choice to overcome today's design constrictions.

Consider that the 8873 family provides up to 1000 watts PEP input or 500 watts continuous duty input per tube to 500 MHz. Low grid interception allows low drive power to be combined with low intermodulation distortion in linear service.

Observe that while the 8873 family performs in superior fashion as a linear amplifier in SSB service, it is also ideally suited for high gain, class-C FM or AM service in the VHF/UHF range. Electron control by EIMAC's new segmented, self-focusing cathode and unique aligned grid structure provide the key to this improved performance. The grid, moreover, is terminated in a low inductance contact ring about the base of the tube, permitting very effective intrastage isolation to be achieved up to the outer frequency limit of operation.

Note that these rugged triodes are exceptionally well suited for class-B audio service as well as for pulse operation demanding high peak current capability at modest drive power.

Remember the 8873 family of triodes covers the electromagnetic spectrum from DC to UHF with ease, meeting widely divergent requirements in a package you can hold in the palm of your hand. Use these compact tubes in table-top design where space is a scarce commodity or where high density packaging is imperative.

Write EIMAC today for details and circuitry on the 8873 family of grounded grid triode tubes. Another example of EIMAC's ability to provide tomorrow's tubes today. EIMAC, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Phone (415) 592-1221.